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From Kaw,1950
REVISION

o, Tift FAIIIL y Goaoo DE&IDAS

Wml A DISQUISION
ON TH& G&NUS PHYLLODiffOIIVII.

The two sub-families Gorgodcrine and Anaporrhutine are
differentiated by TuvASsos (1922) on the form and arrangement of
vitcllaria and position of testes. According to TaAVAssOI, vitdlaria
arc lobed or rounded and testes arc present in the interraccal area in
Gorgoderinae, while vitellaria are ramified and grape-like and testes
intcrcaecal or extracaecal in Anaporrhutinae. WARD (1918), LOEWEN
(1919) and NAGATY (1930) have taken presence or absence of
muscular pharynx and receptaculum seminis as charact~s, for
splitting the two sub-families of GoR.GOl>&R.IDAE. The form of vitellaria
is variable not only in diffrrcnt genera but also in different species,
the position of te5tes is not an absolute dia~nostic character in the
two sub-families and apart from the fact, that receptaculum seminis
is a constant feature of Anaporrhutinac, a different structure which has
also been termed receptacu.lum seminis by- certain authors is reported
in some species under Gorgoderinae. The writer, therefore, regards
the presence or absence of muscular pharynx as the only diagnostic
character for the division of GoR.0oDER.IDA& into two sub-familicsGorgoderinz and Anaporrhutinz. Distomum vitellilobum Olsson, 1876
is placed under Gorgoderinac by CoR.T (1912), TR.AVAISOS (192and INGLES and LANGSTEN (1933) but this view is untenable. Th~species possesses a conspicuous pharynx and sl:ould have its rightful
place under Anaporrhutin~.
,- Phyllodistomum is unique in the variability of its characters and in
systematic position, for its taxonomic identity has been suggested and
even established, irom time to time, with other genera of the family.
All those species which were formerly placed under different genera.
like Gorgoderina, Catopt,oidn, Microlecllhus and Dtndrorchis, are now
included in the genu, Pl~>ll11d11/omum. l Le sha~ .ind external form
L consid('rej of ,enc ric
imP' rt m.e, unless Homp .. 11 1 b~ 0tht·r , unslant ucP impot t.1111
modifications of the internal org n • The wr it('r, therefore, agrees with
LEWIS (1935), LYNCH (1936) ar.d BHAUUO (1937) in combining
Catoptroides, with PAND& (1937) in ccmbining Gorgodtrina and with
YAIIAGUTI (1933-34) and BHALUAO (1937) in combining Mitrolecitlu,s
with the more comprahensivc genua Phyllodistomum. NAGATY (1930)
has pointed out the synonymy of D,ndrorchis with Phyllodislomum
and to this view the writer is in entire agreement. Owing to the absence
of pharynx in De,ulror,his, its systematic position will be along with ·the
apharyngeal genera of the family and in view of its close resemblance
to PJ,_,Uotlislfmr•, it will be me~ly reduced to a species under the latter
gcnw. It dilftn fro~. the species of PJ,yllodistomum only in the form of
vitcllaria acd anterior cxtrnt· of cxtrace.:al uterine loops. Both these
characters are variable within the spcc:es of the genus Phyllodislomum
and can hardly be treated as differences of generic importanc:. The
writer also doubts the validity of the generic ~tatus of Phylloclwrus

Dayal, 1938, which hM. bttn erected by its author on the character
of the prcacnce of a receptaculum scminis. A large well developed
rcccptacolum sc111inil is a constant feature cf tl:e sub-family
Anaporrhutine and a small spindle-shaped expansion of oviduct, treated
also as rec(p~ac:.a.lum sem=n=• and representing 'Befruchlungsraum'
or 'fertirzation-chambtr' of Fuhrmann (1928), is reported in some
species under Gorgcderinc-Gorgodtra joponica Yamaguti, 1934-36,
and Phyllodistom11m (syn. Gfrgod,rina) tanneri Ohon, 1937. The
rcceptaculum seminis, as described and figured in Phyllochoru.r macroniu~
by its author, is ~nlike that of Anaporrhutinz, a compratively _smaU
structure, and in view of its position jn rdaticn to the ovid{ict, it
may be like the rectptaculum seminis of Gorgodtra japonica and
Phyllodistomum tanntri, mere!y an expanded portion of oviduct-a
character which has not bttn given any tax:>nom:c importance in thcse1pecies. In the light of thue remarks, Phyllochorus macronius needs
re-examination to decide its taxonomic position.

Phyllodislotn11111 contains at prC6Cnt forty-nine species including the
species dacribed ia dlir present communi ation. BHALUAO
IQ_\7 tu. r~f...-..d..1-ntt.,-i..tu..w--it-ic Jc,.. on .,.ua:+ctencsn

two
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and lo the• must t~ ddNI llllllla
tlae former genus
Gorguniu and the aptcic.s PIIJI,..,,,,,,,_ (-,.. Dendro,d,is) rtnNi
Travass~, 1926, P. n.,,,lar, Lynch, 1936, P. ,__,,, Rankin, 1937,
P. almorai Pandc, 1937, P. lewisi Srivastava, 1938, P. loossi n. sp., and
P. fr191111u,11n 11. sp.

Key to the Indian species of Ph,tlodistomum :1. Uterus present both in the intercaecal and
extraarcal area •••.•••.....•••...•....•••• , ••••
Uterus confined to interaecal area on!,

•••...•••••

2.
P. l,wui.

2. Vittllaria compe~t or slightly lobed ; ventral sude,
larger than oral sucker, the ratio being approximately

3 :2 ...................................... ..

5.

Vitellaria deeply lobed or divided ; aucken aarly
equal ................................. , ....•..•

3. Testes oblique • , •.•...•...•...• , •••. , . , ••.• , ••
Testes in tandem ..••.......•..•. , .• , , .••.•••••
4. Ovary more or lea, lobed and kidoey..bapcd;
uterine egg,, 22-26 x 16-20 ~ . , .............. , •
Ovary entire, roundcd ·or slightly oval; uterine cggJ,
26-37 X )6.5-20 ~ , .. , . , , , , . , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , ,

P. IHui n. 1p.
4.
P ,fttpnfU/1fl n. sp.

P. abnor11i.

P, slu,lfdrai,

. . ' : ~;'t~..... j~ . .:··. ... ~"'-- ~ .,. ,,
,

RDURD ON THI CLUIUICATION OP TRB P,u,u Y l,,

Looss d 901) created · the

1•

.,,oUUOAE : -

family Gor ~,~c ridae to iocluJ c

tii

1wo sub-families, i . c. Cioriiodcrinae Loos, (I. "9) and Anaporhulinae

Looss (1901).

Probolitrema
uh-family
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Looas, 1901, and Plt:~1,h
Aoaporbutinae.

f ·"'porhutum Ofenheim, 1900,

...

I ooss, 1901 under the

Later on, seveni I

ener ;t

Trematode Purasites of Fresh-water Fishes

wer e

added

(24)

Petalodislomum Johnston, 1912; Staphy/orchis Travasaos, 1926;
Dendrordus Travassos. 1926; Varmla Naaaty, 1930; anti Plesiodistomum Dayal, 1949. Nagaty (1930) in bi• review on the ■uh-family
Anaporhutinae, pointed out the synonmy of Dendrorchis with
Phyllodiitomum and to thh view, the author 11 10 oatire agreement.
The genera Phy//odiJtomum Braun, 1899 (Syn. Spathidium Looss,
1899); Gorgodera Loos■, 1899; Gorgoderlna and Catoptroides were
included by Looss (1902) under tbe aub-family Oorgoderinae.
Subsequently several genera were added to tbe aub-family: Xystretum
Linton, 1910; Macia Travassos, 1920; and M,crolecitlau.r Ozaki, 1_926.
Dayal (1938) added two more genera Gorg<>trema aod Phy/J,,, Ji lfUS and
while placing the former genus under the 1ub-family Gorgoderinae
made no reference about the 1ub-fami1y of the latter. Lewis ( 19.36),
Bbalerao (1937), Kaung (1938) and Kaw (19Su) pointed out that the
aenua CatoptroideJ is synonym to Phyllodis•omum. Yamagnti (19Jt) and
Bbalcrao (1937) regarded that Microlecithus as synonym.to /S1tyll6distomum.
Pande (1937) considered that the @enus Gorgodui" , ·i, synonym to
Phy/lodistomum. Kaw (1950) doubts the validity of tbc generic status of
Phyl/ochorus Dayal, 1938, which bas been erected bv it, author on the
c~aracters of the .presence of a receptacuham aemioi1. A large well
developed rcccptaculum aem!nis is a con1taot feature· of the sub-family
Anaporbutinae and so the author does not agree with Kaw and
coo■iders that the geou■ is valid and placea it under the sub-family
Anaporbulinae.
There bas been a difference of op10100 in distinguishing
the two sub-families lJu rg0deriou and Aoaporbutinae of the family
Oorgoderidae. Trau1101 (1922) differoatiatod them on the form
and arrlngemem , r vitellaria and position of testes. Ward ( 1918 ).
Loewen (1916) and Nagaty d930) have taken presence or absence of
mutcular pbaryoa and reoepcaculum seminis u character ■ for splitting
tho two sub-families of Gorgoderidae. Kaw \1950) regard■ the presence
or absence of muscular pharynx a■ the only dia1no11ic character for the
division of Oorgodcridae into two 1ub-fami1ie1 Gor1oderinae and
Anaporbutinae.
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GUHl;uJJERin:\E Looss 1901.
l'IIYI ,LODI STO.\1,\Tl~AE PIGULE\'SK Y 1!l:/2.

/'hyllodiston11w1

BRA UN

18!1!!.

(Sy·no11yms: Sµalhidium Low;::; 18!J!J;
('atoptroides ODHNER in Lou:--:-- 1!)0:2;

.l/icrril,,citJws OzAKI 1n:21;;
f'ilrllarinus ZMEEV 1!l:3li . )
111 lx!19. BHAUN crPnti>d l11f' gen11s Phyllodisto11111111 f, ,. Oislomw11 f,,tuwt 0
IHlti, which hP dPsignatPd as lht> gr•11nlypP. 01rnxi-:n /111 I 1H11--:-, 1!102) establ
t ht' gpn11:- ('alopfroide.~ to accomodatP hiR RJH'Cit>s l'hyl/11,ft,1 .. 11 ,,1111 8pal11/a and P
dislon,11111 .~pat11/r1t/omu•, as he found thP111 lo diffpr• r, "''' I Ii" typical spec·
L1hyllodistu1t11t111 111 the possps1:1ion of symmetrically pla<·Pd 11',-f P~ and sharply m
nff anterior ,1nd posterior regions of the body. Bui th,, rnl1dily of Lhil'! gen

bP<'n a mattrr of mnch controversy among IIPl1ninllwl11g1~li; . Loo~:-; (1902
(1909) accepled the genus, whilst suLsNpH'nl authors inch1ding NY
(Hl:2ti), LEWI$ (1935), BHALERAO (HJ37), Wu (1938) and ~ ri J' l.\.1.-\:', (1938)
il on morphological grounds, as synonym of Phyllod-i:sto1111w1. ThoRe in fav
retention of the genus Catoptroides arc LOEWEN (1029 & 1!135), . \R!".OLD (1934),
VENARD and HEIDER (1940) and GOODCHILD (HVi3). Q11ile l"Prr>ntly PIGUL
(1K)2) while crPaling the family Phyllodisiumatinae prnpuRf'll the splitting
Lt ' JJE

he genus Phyllodistomum into four subgenera, Phyllodistomum (BRAUN 1899),
atoptroides (ODHNER 1902), Microlecithus (OZAKI 1926). and 1'1Mlarinus (ZMEEV
936). SKRJABIN (1953) accepts thrse subgenrra and the wrilPr loo iR in complete
greement with his view.
A

The subgenera can he differentiated by the following Kc•y givrn by

SKRJABIN

1953):
1. Borh· pear-shaped . . . . . . .
Bod,. lancet-like. . . . . . . .
Vitf'ilaria lobed or in c·l11strrs hut 11nbra1whed
. .
. .
\'itt-11.tria entirr or frt>hl r lobr1I. .
\'itPllaria deeply lobPd ·. . . . . . . . . . .
Yitrllaria oval or roundPd .
. . . . . . . .

2.
3.
. . ('ala plroides.

l'hyllodislomum.

. . r ilP/l11rinus.
M icroler·ithus.

Ttu• subgenus Catoptroirles comprises the following ~fl<'Ci~'s dPscriLed upto HIS'.:
Phyllodisto11w111 (('alo1ilro1·des) S//(//11/0 OtJHNER fin J.oMs HIii:!)
from /fogrns bnyad ( Bal!'ridar).
Phy/lodisfoin11111 (('r1/11plroides) accPJdum Loos8 190:2
from f'rrnilabrus 7iaro (LabridaP).
J>hyllodislun111111 (('0/01,troidrs) lingun/1• <lollNER J!l(J:!
from Uym11,uchus 11ilohcus ( 1;ymnarchidae).
Phylodiston11m1 (('ntoplroi.de~J ,qJJfll1tlae/orme OoHNER ]!Ill:!
from .lla/11µ/,·rnrus eleclrirns (.'.\falapt1•ruridar).
Phyllodislom11111 (('ntoplroirlPs) ,q tafforr/i

PEARSE

Hl:2-t

from . I m,,ii1rus nebulosus ( Am<•inrida<• ).
Phyllorl is/om 11111 (( 'alo7J/roid,·s) lac11slri LoEw EN I H:2fl
from .-lmeium,q lorustris (Anwiuridar).
Phyllodisto,1111111 (('atoptroidrs) rarolini Hou l!l:2!)
from Amriurus nolalis (A1m•iuridaP).
Phyllodii;tr,nium {('11/opiroidn;j l111nieri ARNOLIJ )!13-t
from .·lm1•iurus nebulosus (,\mPiuridar).
Phyllodistom11m (Cntoptroirfr.-) 111acrobrarhiro/,1 YH1Au1·T1 1934
from .llo!111rndo obscurn ( (lobiiclaC').
Phyllodi~tonw m (Cofoptroidrs) vu msi/uri YA~I AG 1·T1 1!1:3 i
from /'nrasikurus 11sotl11s ( Siluri<lal').
Phyllod1:stomttm (('flloplroid, 8) 111og11rnd,1 Y.u1Aa1·T1 I u:H
from .llouurnda ol,snua ( (iobiidar).
Phyllodislomum (('11ioplroid,,s) singularr LYNCH IH36
from !Jit-,111tplodn11 r·nsotus (Salamandridae).
Phyllodistomum (('aloptruirfrs) sinen,qe \\'1· l!l37
from Odo11loh11ti.~ obscurn ( Gobiida1•).
Phyllodistomum (<'ntoptruiriPs) u11duluns STEEN 1938
from ('otills bairdi (('ottidar).
Phyllodisfom111n (f'atuplroir/es) bm icneeum STEE!'i IU38
from f'rnhm limi ( l'mbri<lae).

- (jVt/2-
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Phyllodistomum (rntn11lroides) ra11d1dum STEELMAN 1938
from Amriurus mP/11s (Ame.iuridae).
Phyllodistomum rr,,toptroides) lewisi 8RIVASTAVA 1!::138
from RP/on.P strungylum ( Belonidae).
Phyllodi,qtomum (('11to11troidc•.q) notropidus l•1scHTHAL 1H42
from .\"olropi.~ cornutus chrysocephalus.
Phyllodistomrrn1 (<'11/oplroidrs) noromis F1sc11THAL 1942
from .YoC"omis bigullalus.
Phyllodistomum (Catoptroides) semotile F1scHTHAL 1!1-12
from 8emotilus atromaculatus atromacula,tull.
Phyllodistomum (('atoptroides) lachanrei C110QUETTE 1947
from Speckled trout, Safoelinus fontinalis.
Phyllodistomum (C11toptroides) carangis MANTER 1947
from Carnnx ruber (C'arangidae).
l'h1.11/l)(/i~lom11m (('"loJdrnid1•s) l"tll'hiu~ l>AYAL 1!::1-J!l
. from a frt>shwatt•r fish, Eu/ro11iithlhy., rnclw.
l'hy/lr,d1sfom1rn1 (C11/optroid1•,,) si11ghiai Cit·PTA 1961
from .lfo.~t111·emb1'/u., aruwlus ( :\-[asta<·Pmbelidar).
l'l111/lr,,/1.,lnm11111 (('11/o7J/roiif1,s) pn/el/1m• (STl"RGES 18H7l
trom Di,,niit'/yl1u pyrrJwr111s/1•r ( ::-ialamandridae).
l'h!flludi.,/o11111111 (f'11/u1drl/idrs) pou·lr,rskii

(ZMEE\"

1!131;\

from /,ior•,1ssi., us.rnri1•nsii: ( Bairridar).
/'hyllocii.slo11111111 (('11/o11lrr1ir/P.~) strorni Plllt'LEYSKY l!J;J3.
/'l,y//ru/,.s/u11u1111 (('11/1171/mlrl,,s) ::rll'l11r"lki11i l'IGl"I.F.\"SK Y Hl63
. from .1.~11111.• 11.,11i11s (('yprinidal').

/'/111ll11r/,.,tm111011 (('11lu1il11J1dts) m11ssirio P101·u:,sKY i!lo3
from .lhrr11111, lm,mn r!'yprinidar).
l'hyl/ud1<fom1w1 (('11lo11/r,,1r/1•s) pl'lfll.'l'he,rskii l'JGrU.\SKY H+53
from ,...,·,/111'11-' !fl,111i.~ I Siluridar).
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Gorgodcridae

Phyllodistomum Braun, 1899
Discussao - r,ni 19;;:;, l'H;l'LEVSK \ no volume ~ do
rr11lado de ·tr,·matodolc,gia ,le SKR.JABIN, <'Q11sidera o genero
Phyllodistomum Braun. 189!) ron~tituido por 4 subgeneros:
1. 0 ) P. (Phyllodistomum) Braun. 189!l, ,·om e pecieR de
,·,1rpo pirlforrn0 .. vit<'lino~ compartos ou em forma de asas,
abrnngcndo: r. ( P. J folium (Olfe!"i-;, 1RH>), ,•specie tipo; P. (P.)
angu)atum Li11~t<,'t\', 1!)07: P. ((~.) hychowskii Pi.1,!ult~v8kY. 195a;
r. (P.) dogieli Pi~11levsky, 1953: P. (P.) fausti Pr•ar~e. 1924;
r. (P.) Iesteri Wu. 1938: r. (P.) lohrenzi (Loewen, 1935); P.
(P.) megalorrhis Nyh,,Jin. 1926; P. (P.) pea~ei Holl, 19'29; P.
(I'.) pseudaspii Ar-hmer,,w, 1941; P. (P.) pseudofolium Nybelin , 192G: P. (P.) simile N,·h~l1n, 192G: P. (P.) superbum,
• tafford, 1904; P. (P.) unicum .Odhner, 1902 ,. P. (P.) wiskowskyi Pijl'Ulevsky, .19!>~1 ii~ cJtUti~ cievemoi-- an,•~centar nis,-.,:.ruintti::: P. (P.J an~uilae Long & Wal. 19fi~: P. (P.) lachan<l'I ( '),,, 'I., .
, ,'.'l,. 1>. (1., no<·omb 1:, . .i11k.d . 1!.11:2: I'. (I'.}
notroµich.l) , ·,-d ,t! ,.i., l'.i:~. P. (P.) l'motili 1•1.e lttlwl. ![JI~ ;
P. ( l'.J ,inir<·rrac l.1111 ... • ~-.: \\',11 1:1.~,,...., I'. ti'.) ,at.·h,o IJ.iy 1
l!ti.,, )' ;11:1!ld11 :.'...' t p,d

•

:! · J I'. ( ( ·atoµtroidt•s, Ud11tll'r I ~Ht:!, 1" 11
)'/•,
· 1k
, "' I" ' 11,ril', t!11,· , dtt li11os ,·111 ran1<•:- ,i11 ,·m 1·ad11J, aliranl.!'t.:Hdc,:
J'. (('.) :--1>alula 11 1dh1111 , l!IO:!J, L:-J>t'L'I" ·, po: I'.(('.) an:eptum
L,
, 1n111: P. (C'.) hn•,i<·ae.('IJm :--11·1·11, l~•:Jx· J'. (('.) taranJ,ti:,.
)I.,, ,,·. l!Jl7: J'. ({'.) ('.lrolini 111111 l!t:!!1; P. (('.) c.·audatum
. t,1ln,.,1 1:1:; tS, P. (C.) hunll'ri 1.\111,d ~ l!•::11: P. (('.) l·•t:~stri I l.1Jc•w1•11 . 1!129); P. (C.) Jcwi:..i ."ri~·a:.;ta\·a · l~J:l8; P. (C.)
lingualeUdl111,1 l!JU~. I'.((.) maaunrach.,.~ol~ YalT!ai:uti •
]!1:~1: P. (('.) massin11 1'1:.: il•·\·k\" l!J.j::; I'. (('.) mo!:urndae
Yamag-ut.. 1~;:1; P. (L)JHU:t!-lilu·,i Y..in1.ig1t1. rn:t1: P. (C.)
patt:Lare ('.'turgL,, 18!.J':-i, P. (C.) ii=rnloL. kii (ZmL't>\,l9;jt~J;
P. (f'.) petrus<:hewskii l',gtdP\.-.ky. l~t3::: I'. (C.) ~inense Wu.
1938, P. (C.) singhiai Cu1,:a. 1!):-it: P. (C.> singulare Lynch,
1936; P. (C.) spatulP.eforme ( Odhnc:r. 1902) ; P. (C.) stalforcti
P1·ar:,e_ 19~4: P.(C.) stromi l'ij{u), ., .·ky . . 195:1; P. (('.) undularu•
Stet:n, 19:J~ e P.· (C. > wchwatkini Pigulevsky, Hl53, as qunI~
dt:v .. rn ser i1d1l'~•Jnhdas a, ~e!{uinte~: P. ( C.) hai Loug & Wtti,
195 ; P. (C'.) rnra~Gii L()ng &, Wai, 1U5H; P: (C.) etheo..tomae
Fi. ·h:hul. 1912; P. ({'.) ghanense Thoma~ 1958; P. (C.) lysteri
Mill,·r, 1940; P. (C.) symm~trorrhis Th~mas. ·195g ,, r. (l'.}
vittatusi Gupta, 1951. pcrf.izr11do urn tctal de a2 especies.
J.<') P. (Mic-rolecithusJ Ozaki. 1926. com •?species ue
.:oq,c, alou~a lo ,. vitelino ... ovail-> ou arredondados. compr eu·dendo: P. (M.). kajika (Ozaki. 1926), especie tipo: P. (M.)
almorii P11nde, 19:n; P. (M.) baueri Pigulev:,;ky. 195:1; P. (M.)
marmurn Layman, ·19:W; P. (l\1.) shandra> Bh,ilerao, 1937 e
P. (1\1.) solidum Ranki1 ,. 19;~,.
quais devem ~er ttcresce11tadas a-; :-;pl!uint,,s: P. ('.\-1.) frequt:ntum Kaw. 1950; P. (M.)
pa,·ifit:um Ynma~uti, 19fil ,. I' . .(M.) rhyacosiredonis Brttvo
194:1, eom llOl total , p11rb11tn , d,, ~ t-'Spel'ie:--.

as

0

•1. J P. (Vitellarinus) Zni, •ry, 1936 wm esµh·ie ... de l·ur
po along-ado e Yill'1ino. ]11hn lo~ tompre,,i'1de11do: P. (V.) americanum O hr,rn. 190:~. '.spt;rir· tipo: P. (V.) conostomum
(Ol~s/Jn , l 87l,) ; P. (\'.) elongatum • Tybelin, 1926; P. <V.)
marke,it~chi Pigulev,ky, 195:~: P. (\'.) orient.ale Al'hmer11w.
1941 e P. (\'.) skrjabini Pig-ukvsk~. 195:1, a. . quai:,; devemo
ncr,.scentar a~ ~eguinte~: P. ( V.) roatneyi te~erw, 1943; r.
(V.)leiJae • "agaty, 1956~ P. (V.) h,oss\ Kaw. rn5o e P. (V.J
sampaioi Trava~ol'I , Kohn & :\fot1a, 196:~. eompletando um total dr 10 P · 'cies.
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Discuswn: El genera Phyllodistomrun
Braun, 1899, que cuenta en la actualidad
con 88 especies; ha sido estudiado por
Lewis ( 1935) que reconoce 20 especics
validas, Bhalerao ( 193 7) enlista 28 especies Pigulewsky ( 1953), c-n el vol umen 8
del 'Tratado de Trematodologia de Skrjabin, considera al genero dividido en cuatro
subgeneros y reconoce un total de 50 especies. Jainswal (1957) describe dos c-species nuevas dePhyllodistomum (Catoptroides) y sciiala que este subgenero _cue~t~
con 32 especies, en 1958 Yamaguti re,1so
el gblero y reconoce un total de 61 especies, pero no reconoce los subgeneros. cr~ados por Pigulewsky; Travassos y TeJxe1ra
de Freitas (1964), describen una nueva
~ · J ·reconocen 23 especies para PlzyUodut.,mom (Phyllodistornum) Braun,
1899·· 32 especies para Ph,yllodistomum
(Cat~ptroides) Odhner, 1902; 9 especies
( MicTolecithu.s)
para Phyllodistomum
Ozaki, 1926, y 10 especies para Phyllo-

distomurfi ( Vitelarin us J ZHwe,. I 936, sumando en total i4 especit·s a las quc hay
que anadir 14· nueva~ <'spe< ic,; drscritas
desde 196-1- a la f t>cln
1. Ph)illodistomum ( Pi il!otlistc,11wm)
Braun, 1899, ag1 up.t es pee lt de cuerpo
piriforme ( e~j>,tl11lifon11e ·' y cc,n gl{tndula~
vitel6genai- rompaclas o ligcr.1me11te lobadas:
P.P. folium (Olfer\ 18161 csptcie tipo:
P.(P.J anguilae Long ,rnd \Vai, 1958:
P.(P.) angulatum Linstow, 1907; P.(P.)
bychowsk'y i Pigulenky, 1953 : P. ( P.) cameroni Agrn.,,..J. 1966: P. ( P.) ,vrcgoni
Dechtiar, 196n: P. ( P.) r ha11ha11i :\fot
wani y Sri, .istan. (~itil . P.r P.) dogi1 ii
Pigulevskr, l~l53 ; P ( P.) f,w1ti Pcan,c.
1924; P.(P.) lachant f' i Chorpwte, 1947:
P.(P.) lesteri Wu. 1<131;; P.f P.) lohren:i (Lowen, J 935 J; P. ( P.) 111 t•galo rthis,
Xybefin, 1926; P. (P 1 nocom1.1 Fischthal,
1942; P.(P.) notojllid1H Fischtlwl, 1q42:
P.(P.) pearJi Holl, Jl1'._!Q: P .(P.) f1omacanthi Nahk,s y C,hi,· JCJ.lb; P. (P.)
puudaJpii Admwro,·. 1c141 : PJP .) jJJ~udufolwJ11 '\'yl,eliIJ 1~ ~(, l'.• P. rnsc/1ii
Travassos, Teixf'i1.1 d, Fr,·it.,c; ,. \frndoza. 1%4 · P (P.J ,n, uti/1 Fischthal
19-!2 : P. ( P.) sinl'I,
. \!)1 r ,. ! 0 :'t>.
P.(J>.) smtj1, rtae Lo11g .i11d \\ .ii. , 'JJ8;
P. IP.) sfJhaerogctz1tali1 Rnit rn 111 1<J63;
PJ P.) w/1erb11 n1 !:-itafford. I ~JO-I: P. 1 P.)
trinedes Co1kum. 14ol , P.IP.J 1111i11m1
Odhner, JCJ02: PJI'. ) ,·a,/,,u, Dayal
1949: P.rP.) u·11ko·1.:1kyi Pigulr·vsky,
1
I (i3 )' P.(P.) mirondoi ~l '
1•11,·. (Ille'
;,qui se c r• :i.

~- PhJlloJistomum ( Cato/itl()idc.s) Odhner. 1902, c·on espccit"s d(' nwrpo piriforme
o espatulifornw y con glamlulas vitelog<·nas ramifi~das o form.rndo foliculus:
P.(C.) spatula (Odhner. 1902) C'Spccie
tipo: P.(C.) ac, ,'Jifr,m Looss, J(JQJ;
P.(C.) bai Long y W:-ii. 1f.Jj8; P.(C:,)
breve.caernm Steen, l!J3B; P.(C.) (arangis Manter: 1947; P.(C.) tarasJi
Long y \Vai, 1958; J>.(C.) ,arolini Holl.
1929; P.(C.J caudatum Steelman. 1()38:
P.(C.) etht>ostomal' Fischtlrnl, ){)42;
P.(C.) ghanense Thomas, 1958; P.(C.)
hunteri (Arnold, 1934); P.(C.) indianum Jaiswal, 1957; P.(C.) lacustTi
(Loewen, 1929) ; P.(C.J lewisi Srivastava, 1938; P.(C.) linguale Odhner, 1902;
P.(C.) lystui Miller, E1+0: P.(C.) macrobrachicola Ynmaguti , 1934; P.(C.)
masino Pigulevsky, 1053; P.(C.) mogurndae Yamaguti. 1934: P.(C.) pa,asiluri YarnaguLi . 1~134; P. C pnron.hi11m
Jais,,·al, 1957: P. 1C.) patelarc (Stu1gl's, 18~7); P. C. pawlor•skii (Smr.ev,
1936): P.( ·c.J petrwrhewskii Pigulc-wsky, 1953; P.(C.) sinense Wu, 1938;
P.(C.) singhai Gupta. 1951; P.(C.)
singulare Lynch, 1936; P.( C.) spatulaefoTme Odhner, 1902; P.(C.) srivastavai
Rai, 1962; P.(C.) stoffordi Pearse,
1924; P.(C.J stromi Pigulf:',•sky, 1953;
P.(C.) symmetrnrchis Thomas, 1958;
· P.(C.) undulans Steen, 1938: P.(C.)
11ittalusi Gupta, 1954; y P.(C.) ::achwatkini Pigulevsky, 1953.
3. Phyllodistomum ( Microlecitltu.r) Ozaki, 1926. Especies con ('} cuerpo atenuado
o lanceolado ) con glan<lulas , itel6genas
redondas u ovn le:..·
P.( M.) kajika (Ozaki, 1926) especie
tipo; P.(M.) almori P.mdc, 1937;
PJM.) baueri Pigulevskr, 1953; P.(Al.)
borisbychowsk')'i Caballero y Caballero,
1968; P.(M.) frecuentum Kaw~ 1950;

P.( M.) marinae Bravo y Manter, 1957;
P.(M.J marinum Layman, 1930; P.(M.J
pacificum Yamaguti, 1951; P.(M.)
rh'Vacosideronis Bravo, 194-3; P.( M.J
rh~ndrai Bhalerao, 1937 y P.(M.J soli-

dum Rankin, 1937.
4. Phyllodistomum (J'itellaTinus) Zmce\·,
1936. Especies con el cuerpo atenuado o
lanceolado y con glandulas vitel6genas
profundamente lobadas:
P.(V.) americanum Osborn, 1903, especie tipo; P.(V.) bufonis' Frandsen,
1957: P.(V.) coatneyi Mesezvc, 1943:
P.(V.) conostomum (Olsson, 1876):
P.(V.) elongatum Nybelin, 1926; P.(F.)
leilae Nagaty, 1956; P.(V.) loossi Kaw,
1950; P.(V.J markevitschi Pigulevsky,
1953; P.(V.) orientale Achrnerov, 1941;
P.(V.) sampaioi Travassos, Kohn y Motta, 1963 y P.(V.) skTjabini Pigulevsky, 1953.
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Gorgoder1nae
PHYLLODISTOMUM Braun as emended by Wu (1938)
Body usually spatulate; cut1cula with or without spines.
Ventral sucker usually larger than oral. Intestinal crura
separate posteriorly. Hen1tal pore varying slightly in
position; genital atrium generally present. Testes two,
slightly or deeply lobed, somewhat oblique, that on ovarian
side being more posterior. Vas deferens long,aeminal vesicle
conspicuoas,pars prostatica and ductus ejaculatorius generally
short and inconspicuous. Ovary entire or slightly lobed,
usually posterior or lateral to vitellaria,rarely anterior.
Fertilization space usually evident 1n the ovaiduct. La.urer's
canal usually paralleling vitelline duct on side opposite
to ovary and commonly opening to exterior. Mehlis gland pre sent
but not distinct. Vitellaria compact or lobed; co r1mon vitelline
duct very short. Ootype arching posteriorly and becoming the
descending uterus. Eggs in varying stage s of development.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped.
Synonyms:

Spathid1um Loo,ss
Catoptro1des Odhner
M1crolec1thus Ozaki

Type species: ,. P. folium (v. Olf'ere) Braun, 1899
Others (to 1938): .l. P.patellare (Sturges,1897) Braun,1899 -~.
(Syn. P.entercolp1um Holl,1930)
3 P. acceptum Loose, 1901
;J ? ~9~ ~a..~ ty<W'Ll ~
~. P.conostomum (Olsson,1876) Looss,1902
• - •~
_
..
s-. P. 11nguale Bdhner, 19 02
@. 4VI.~~ cctf.# 'b
li,, P.un1cum Odhner,1902
.
~
.·D· - · 1..J_ n
:1. P.spatula Odhner,1902
' ' . . ..i?>'(.
~ot,vvc. r ,tA cMJYW,,lql/;i. g, P. spatulaeform1s Odhner,1902-/r-J....;.
-· - - - ~
q. P. americanum Osborn, 1903 - t.> •,
z.
1~. P. superbum Stafford, 1904
•
_~' .'- ,, ·· ·· ,, P. angulatus V. Lins tow, 1907
35'n P.fausti Pearae,1924
•
"
"
,. :/4" i5. s:baffordi Pearse, 1924
J~. P. 7lOv~
syn. P. carol1n1 Holl, 1929
----:-jf.,,e,LM,lt?>f
Ltoptroides hunter! Arnold,1934
, .....?7 , ~ ~'\17 ~
NP.simile Nybelin,1926
1"· P. pseudof olium Nybe11n, 1926
y,.: _ .... ~ ~1t-• P.megalorch1s Nybelin,1926
~
f-}oll,IOo 11 P. elonga tum Nybeli~,{ 1926
~:J;Jr.,~
r< :P.kaJika@zaki,1926;
3g_ ~ - - _.·
HP.pearse1 Hl>ll,1929
~ -~
,q~o i,r.if :P.marlnum La.yman,1930
~ ; : ,. ; ,v\i }\ez,r,
-i- 1-P. lacustri Loewen, 1929
<l
Vh P. parasilur1 Yama.guti, 1934
\)Cf, ~ - . i11J.,,1<{37 v{~ P.mogrundae Yama.guti,1934
,
. VV
•,. p. maorobrachicola Ya~t1, 1934
1_
~ e+)./Y~
5rllA1, 1-..~. P. lohrenzi (b_oewen, 192~)
yo.
~
:ii,. p. singulare Lynch, 1936 -- l'J.C.J.a.Vl~
~
~~
P. catostomi WU,1938
✓1/1· ~ ~ON l)h,./OS a-s. 1:__.~mbr~ Wu,1938
)7.~
~,. P. c.o~i Wu.., l'l3~
v4Cf
,.,u,~~
-Jo. ?, sol,clu»t R ~<Ah,.1 /'137 - 1iJ.
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GORGODERIDAE
Phyllodistomum Braun,1899
(Below ls from Vancleave & Mueller)
The phyllodistomes are very much flattened trematodes
with the body usually divided into a narrow forebody bearing the
oral sucker at its anterior end, and a much expanded,leaf-like
hindbody bearing most Of the genitalia. Acelabulum near the union
of the two divisions. Suckers small but powerful. Vitellaria a
single pair of undivided or lobate glands posterior to the
ac etabulum. Ovary lateral, posterior to vitellaria. Testes
oblique. Uterus forming wide loops through the hindbody. Genital
pore median betwe·en fork of crura and acetabulum.
Key to No~th American adapted from Holl (1925:51) by
Vancleave & Alteller (1934: 191)
l(a) Adults in urinary bladder Of amphibians. Anterior region
of body not sharply set off rrom a broader posterior
\~
region. Vitellaria distinctly 3-lobed ••••••• ~.americanum Osborn) 11
(b) Adults in urinary bladder of fishes. Anterior region
sharply set oft from a broader posterior reg10b.
V1tellar1a not distinctly 3-lobed ••••••••••••••.•••.• 2
2. (a) VitelJ.aria lobate ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••• 3
fb) Vi tellaria pyriform ••.•••••.••..•.••.••••••••••••••.• 5
3 (a) A distinct groove or at least a sharp lateral angle
on each side of the base of the neck marks the union
of broad posteri)r expansion with narrow anterior
region •.•••••..••••••••••••••••••••.••. ~-Ill staff ord1 PearJae
(b) No distinct groove or notches between body reglona •••••• 4
4 (a) Hindbody with lateral margins finely dentate ••• P.carol1n1 Holl
(b) Hindbody with lateral marg1nj sagittate,each tooth
apparently muscular ••••••••.•••••.• P.lacustri (Loewen)
5 (a) Oral sucker larger than acetabulum; ceca extends nearly
to posterior margin •...•.•••••••••••. ~.pearsei Holl
(b) Oral sucker not larger than. acetabulum.
6
6 (a) Body margin not crillltl.ed. Not1cn a"t: posterl·or· ehcr. ·. ·. · ·
P.f'olium (v.Olf)
(b) Body margins more or less crink:led ••••••••••• 7 ••..•. 7
7. (a) Distinct. median post.erior notch. lllacetabular region
widest Just behind acetabulum. Testes somewhat
separated •••••••••••••...•.••••....•••••. P: superbum Stafford
(b0 No distinct notch at posterior end. Postacetabulum
region widest in middle. Testes close together ..... .
P.fausti Pearse

3

PHYLLODISTO:M:U)(

Braun 1899

Gogoderinae •iVi th leaf-1 ike broadened hind body and al mple
obliquely behind one another testes. In the urinary bladder of
fishes and amphibians. Type species 1'h_.folium v. Olf.
Other species:

Key to species of Phyllodistomum from N.A.
(after Holl 1929)
1 (2) Anterior region not sharply set off from a broader discoidal
posterior region;esophagus short;vitellaria in three
lobes; intestine reaching almost to posterior end
of body. Parasites of Amphibians ....... l.americanum Osborn,/9~~
2 (1) Body spatulate with anterior region narrow and sharply

set off from braod posterior region; vitellaria not
distinctly three lobed. Parasites of fishes ...••.•. 3
3 (6) Anterior region narrow;posterior region large and discoidal;
esophagus not longer than oral sucker;vitellaine glands
lobate .............•..........................•.... 4
4 (5) ,\ nterinr region separated from discoidal region by a

distinct groove; testes not extending into posterior
quarter of body; uterus in all specimens examined
contained scattered groups of eggs ...... f.staffordi Pearse
5 (4) Narrow anterior region not sepR.rated from posterior r ·eg<hon
by a distinct groove; testes extend into the posterior
quarter of body;uterus extends close to margin ......•
]!. carol ini Holl
6 (3) Posterior region not discoidal;crinkled more or less alo1g

margins; esophagus longer than oral sucker;vitelline
g 1 and s py r if o rm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 7
7 (8) Oral sucker larger than ~cetabulum; intestine extends
nearly to posteri1r margin ........... P..:.J)earsei Holl
8 (7) Oral sucker about the same size or smaller than the
ac etc-i bulum . .................................. 9

9 (10} Body not crinkled, intestine extends to near posterior
end; sensory papillae along anterior region; notch at
p os t er i or end . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E,. f o1 i 4.1!.J v . o1 f . )
10 (9) Body ~ore or less crinkled at mar~ins ............ 11

11(12) post-ucetabular region widest just behind the acetabulum·
testes somewhat separated; posterior margin ,vi th a
'
di st inc t median notch ..•..•.........••. f. sup~:r.1?...l!!!! Stafford
12(11) Post-acetabular region widest in middle; testes close
together;posterior margin without distinct notch ....••
E_. faust i
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Yamaguti, 195ts
Phyllodistominae n. subfam.
Subfamily diagnosis. - Gorgo<leri<lae: Forebody tapered, hindbody
foliate. Pharynx absent. Ceca not united po!-teriorly. Acetabulum at
junction of two body ,,·gions. ·1,·,r('' ' ,,.,, or . I ir!Pd into a number of
follicles, intercecal, m broade~t t•.irt I hind ' t\ 11 , . , . submPclian,
pretesticular. Rece1>ta, ulum senunis ,1h-.1·nt. , ·· ·ll.1,
,rnpact , mor<'
or less lobed, immediately postacetabnlar, int, ·11 ,·c,d.
r 11s occuv~·111g
most of hindbody, may or may not intrude into extracet .d fields. Ex, n·tory vesicle tubular. Parasitic in urinary bladder of fishes and amphibians.
Key to genera of Phyllodistorninae
Testes divided into a number of follicles .. . ............ Gorgotrema
Testes two . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Phyllodistomum
·h
Phyllodistomum Brau% 1899 1 )
Syn. Catoptroides Odhner, 1902 2 )
Dendrorchis Travas~n \ 1!l:.?li
Microlecithus 01,1!-.1 I i1:11 1
Phyllochorus l>ci) ,\I, I !t:Jh
Plesiodistomum Dayal, 1949
Vitellarinus Zmeev, 1936 2 )
Generic diagnosis. - Gorgoderidae, Phyllodistominae: Forebody
tapered anteriorly, hindbody foliate, with more or less crenulated margin.
Oral sucker terminal, with mouth apertureventroterminally. No pharynx.
Ceca simple, may be somewhat sinuous, terminating near posterior
extremity. Acetabulum pre-equatorial, small to medium-sized. Testes
intercecal, diagonal or symmetrical, in broadest part of hindbody. Vesicula seminalis saccular. Genital pore postbifurcal. Ovary submedian,
1)
1)

Key to four subgenera and species - Skrjabin (1953).
Relegated to subgeneric rank - Skrjabin (1953).

pretesticular. No receptaculum seminis. Vitellaria compact or lobed,
paired behind acetabulum. Uterus occupying most of hindbody, intruding into rxtracccal fields. Eggs embryonated. Excretory vesicle tubular.
Parasitic in urinary bladder of freshwater and marine fishes and amphibians.
Grnqtypc: P. folium (Olfers, 1816) Braun, 1899 (Pl. 7, Fig. 87), in
Esox lucius, Acerina cernua; Europe. Further hosts - Liihe (1909),
~ybelin (1926), Issaitschikow (1933), Rawson (1952), etc.
Cercaria develops in sporocyst in Dreissenia polymorpha, encysts in
sporocyst; cysts were fed to Carassius vulgaris and Abramis lwama;
metacercaria enters the urinary bladder after passing the intestine; two
weeks after the infection all gonads were developed though eggs were not
produced. - Sinitzin (1901).
Kobayashi (1921) referred a Japanese species from Pse'Ullol>t,g,1u
aurantiacus to P. folium. Kurokawa (1935) also assigned apparently
different Japanese species to this European species, with
longipes as interm<'diatP host and Pseudobagrus aurantiacus, Parasil..,.,,
asotus, Dfrttl\'c/', /14 _, pvrrhogaster and Megalobatrachus japonicus as definitive hosts.
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Otl11•r species:
P. acceptum Looss, 1901, in bladder of Crenilabrus pavo aacl
griseus; Triest, Egypt.
/'. 1rn.:ul,1tmn Linstow, 1907 in Lucioperca sandra; Wolga. AJao in
/ · , , 1/11; ·i,1t,I, \, Leuciscus idus, Alburnus alburnus.
i'. L,,.411,11 l',~u '. ,, -1..,·. Wri3, in Rutilus rutilus; Russia.
J.
P. brmcjecuni ::,teen, 1938, in Cottus bairdi and Umbra limi; Indiana,
U.S.A.
P. bychowskii Pigulewsky, 1953, in Alburnus alburnus, L""' ""4,
Thymatlus thymallus, Salmo trutta, Salvelinus alpinus,· Rullia.
P. calhchrous (Dayal, 1949), syn. Plesiodistomum c. D., in CallicJarous
pubda; Lucknow, India.
I'. carangis Manter, 1947, in Caranx ruber; Florida.
JJ. curulzni Holl, 1929, syn. of staffordi Pearse, 1924 - Wu(l938),
in Ameiurus natalis; Durham, N.C.
P. caudatwm Steelman, 1038 in Ameiurus melas; near Stillwater,
Oklahoma. Cercaria (= C. raiacauda Steelman, 1938) develops
in Musculium elevatum, encysts in daughter sporocyst; no second
intermediate host found - Beilfuss (1954).
P. coatneyi Meserve, 1943, in Amblystoma maculatum; Wisconsin.
P. cunostomum (Olss., 1876) Looss, 1902, in Coregonus spp., Thymallus t•ulgaris; Scandinavia.
0
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P. marinum Layman, 1930, in Spheroides borealis; Peter the Greai
Bay, Sea of Japan.
J>. markroitschi Pigulevsky, 1953, in Rhodeus sericeus, Europe.
}' mussino Pigulevsky, 1953, in Abramis brama,· Russia.
]' mt'(!_alorchis Nybelin, 1926, in Lota lota, Thymallus thymallus an
,,limo trutta; Sweden, Russia.
JJ. mogurndae Yamaguti, 1934, in Mogurnda obscura; Kyoto, Jap
P. neivai (Travassos, 1926) in swim bladder of Brycon lundi; Braz·
P. nocomis Fischthal, 1942, in Nocomis biguttatus; Mich., U.S.
P. notropidus Fischthal, 1942, in Notropis cornutus chrysocephal
U.S.A.
P. orientate Achmerow, 1941, in Pseudaspius leptocephal,us; Russi
P. paci/irn.m Yamaguti, 1951, in Caranx equula; Hamazima, Ja
Abo in undetermined shark; Mexico.
P. parasiluri Yamaguti, 1934, in Parasilurus asotus; Kyoto, Ja
P. pawlovskii (Zmeev, 1936), syn. Vitellarinus p. Z. in Lioc""
ussuriensis & L. brazhnikovi,· River Amour. Also in Pseudobag
H f'mihar't>t4s: Russia.
I' f',w ~fl Holl. 1929, in Enneacanthus glorius; N. America.
np11 rt1•d for Micropterus salmoides, Lepomis gibbosus, Ap'lw
daus sayanus, Centrarchus macropterus.
P. petruschewski Pigulewsky, 1953, in Siluri,s glanis; Europe.
P. pseudaspii Achmerow, 1941, in Pseudaspius leptocephal111;
P. psmd()/olium Nybelin, 1926, syn. of folium Olf. - Lewia (I
111 . J , uin ,1 cenma,· Sweden. Also in Perea fluviatilis, L_.. •.,..
/1 1

I'.

I ,f ,,·1

v,,, ,,i1i·

,I

I 1, , h i lul 11~:!. in Semotilusatr()maculatus atrOM,IIICtl.,_1111

.M1ch1ga11

P. simile ~ybclin, 1926, in Cottus gobio, Thymall1,s
Sweden, Russia.
P. sinense Wu, 1937, in Odontobutis obscura; Shanghai. Allo
Bufo b. asiaticus,· Shanghai.
P. singhiai Gupta, 1951, in Mastacembelus armatus; Lucknow.
P. spat11la ~dhner, 1902J (syn. Catoptroides s{O)) in Btigrt11 lN,y
and B. docmac; Omdurmann.
J>. spatulae/orme#Jdhner, 1902j(syn. Catoptroides s.(o)) in M
terurus electricus; Omdurmann.
P. staf/ordi Pearse, 1924, in Ameiurus nebulosus, A. melas, Esox
N. America.
P. stromi Pigulevsky, 1953, in goby; Russia.
J>. superbum Stafford, 1904, in Ameiurus nebulosus, Perea flave$C
Stizostedion vitreum, Salmo, Sa/,velinus, Esox, Catosto.
Micropterus , Percina, Percopsis; N. America.
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P. dogieli Pigulewsky, 1953, in Abramis, Alburnus, Aspius, Barbus,
Blicca, Carassius, Gobio, Leuciscus, Rutilus, Scardinius, Tinca,·
Russia.
P. elongatum Nybelin, 1926, in urinary duct of Tinca tinca, Abramis
brama, Aspius aspius, Alburnus charusini, Pelecus cultratus,
Cyprinus carpio,· Europe. :?
P. etheostomae Fischthal, 191$, in percid fishes, Etheostoma b.
blennoides, Hadropterus maculatus, Percina caprodes semi/asciata;
Michigan. Also in Catostomus commersonii, Boleosoma nigrum,
Cottus bairdii; U.S.A.
P. /austi Pearse, 1924, in Aplodinotus grunniens; N. America.
P. hunteri (Arnold, 1934). s,·n. Catoptroides h. A., in Ameiurus
nebulosus,· Statt> of :,,;, .\, Yl)rl,;
P. lachancei Cho•jLlt'llt . 1•1r; .r1 --...,1; d1 n11 , 1,,,11 u,"lis · Que.
P.lacustri (Lucwt·11. Hl:!V) ("')' 1. C" l• ft, ,,,.i,.\ / I , 111 . l m,•11,,,,~
lacustris,· Minnesota. Flame cell formula : :! • ~ -I
,;4
ti \ r.f
and others (1940). Growth and variation -- Coil ( I H,-,;, ,
P. lewisi Srivastava, 1938, in Belone strongylura,· India.
P. linguale Odhner, 1902, in Gymnarchus niloticus,· Sudan.
P. lohrenzi (Loewen, 1935) (syn. Catoptroides l. L.) in Apomotis
cyanellus, Huro salmoides, Micropterus dolomieu, Helicoperca
macrochira, Eupomotis microlophus,· U.S.A. Also in Lepomis
cyanellus, L. humilis, L. gibbosus,· Ohio. Flame cell formula:
2x8x4 = 64 - Byrd et al. (1940).
Macrocercous cercaria ( = C. coelocerca Steelman, 1939)
develops in daughter sporocyst in Musculium transversum,
encysts either in daughter sporocyst or in Trichoptera larvae
(Oecetis, Leptocella), so that the definitive fish host ran be infected
by ingesting infected clams or cadd1~th· Ian a« · Beilfuss (Hl54-).
P. loossi Kaw, 1950, in Schizothvra\ ~onnus, .). sp.; India.
P. lysteri Miller, 1940, in Catostomus commersonii,· N. America.
P. macrobrachicola Yamaguti, 1934, syn. P. lesteri Wu, 1938; Japan,
China.

Larva in Macrobrachium nipponensis; adult obtained experimentally from Mogurnda obscura; natural definitive host unknown. Excretory sytem worked out by Kamiya and Tajimi
(1943). Neocaridina and Leander - Shibue (1954).
P. macrocotyle (Liihe, 1909) in Carassius, Barbus, Gobio, Scardinius,
Leuciscus, Abramis, Rutilus, Blicca,· Europe. Larva in Dreissenia
polymorpha.

P. macronium (Dayal, 1938) (syn. Phyllochorus m. D.) in body cavity (?) of Macrones tengara,· India.
P. undulans Steen, 1938, in Cottus bairdi and Umbra limi; Indiana.
P. unicum Odhner, 1902, in Epinephelus tauvina, Serranus sp.;
Red Sea.
· P. vachius Dayal, 1949, in Eutropiichthys vacha,· India.
P. vittatusi Gupta, 1954, in Macrones vittatus,· Assam.
P. wiskowskyi Pigulevsky, 1963, in Odontobutis obscura,· Russia.
P. zachwatkini Pigulevsky, 1953, in Aspius aspius,· Europe.
P. larva encysted in coelom of Hemiclepsis kasmiana,· Kyoto, Japan.
Apharyngeal stylet cercaria, with 3 pairs of penetration glands
and a tail about 10 times as long as body proper and a flame cell
fommla of 2[ (3+3+3)+ (3+3+3)] = 36, developing in Corbicula sandai in Lake Biwa, Japan, may probably be referred to a
Phyllodistomum sp. of fishes.
P. catostomi Wu, 1938, P . cotti \\'u , l !f~-.. a nd P. umbrae Wu, 1938
are nomina sola.
P. leilae Nagaty, 1956, in Psei,du.\ttlru., h",{J , ,h:i 1d,1.:.1

-••• •~{",;-,. r-·
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Phyllodistomum Braun, I H!JB
Generic diagnosis. - Sec p. 85.
Representatives from amphibian hosts:
P. almorai Pande, 1!137, in Rana rya11nphlyctis; Tn d i,t, ,·,•\' 11111.
P. americanum Osborn, 1903, in Amblystoma p1111rtatu111 . . 1. ti.:ri11//m,
A. maculatum; North Aml'rica, :\h•xiL ,,.
Cystophorous cercaria dcn·lops in J 1isicli11m " P· · i1, i,: , ... t ,·, I l)y
damsl'l flv naiads or caddicl'-flv Jarvat·, in \\ Ji,,· h it I 11• ,·11 1111 ·,
encysted fn the wall of the tsoph;1gus; adnlts in 11r11, ; 11 \ lil.i Id, r "f
mountain toad, Bu/o boreus horcas - (' rm,f, ,r,i I l<t::!1 ;.
P. cnatnc_vi ~reserve, 11)4:3, in .J m 1.fv~lnllltl 11111, 11it1l l//1I, \\' 1--• t1 JJ',fl1.
l'. frcqucnt11m Kaw, 1!1,50, in Uu/o ,·111d1 ., : l11d1 ,1.
JJ. lwjik<l (Ozaki, l!J2ti) Yam.1guti, rn:1:1, ;o;\·11 ••1/ i, 11 °/,·1 tl"II\ l.:111il, 1
07.aki. l!l:.?li, in Polypedah's ll/lcr~cn: fqur ,
l'. patdlarc (~turgcs, 18!l7), :-yn . /'. 01/,·r11, ,,If i//111 11 , II I !1:\11, i11

'

Triturus (M olge) pyrrogaster; Europe, Nania America and Japan.
P. rlzyacosideronis Bravo, 1943, in ~ ..,,,..,..,;
Mexico.
P. slumdrai BhaJerao, 1937, in rectum of R... firnu,· India,
Burma, Ceylon.
P. sinense \Vu, 1937, in Bu/o b: ~ . · Shanghai.
P. singulare Lynch, 1936, (Pl. 42, Fig. 619), in Diu.pkHlmt ,utltt,s,•
Oregon.
,
P. skrfabini Pigulevsky, 1953, for PhyllodisloflttM sp. of Wu, 1937,
in Bufo asiaticus; China.
P. solidum Rankin, 1937, in DesmogulMu f,,sC4 ,-U,· North
Carolina. Pisidium abditum; Isch11u,a vemClllu, Argu, sp.,

Enallagma sp., Libellula sp., De_smog,satl,,u f,uu /wca (aper.)
- Goodchild (1943). Ecology - Groves (19'6).
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Phyllodistomum species:

P. folium (V. Olfers) (Type species)

P. almorai Pantle, 1937
P. americanum Osborn, 1903
P. ~g~atum V. Linstow, 1907, Odhner, 1911
P. orevicaecum Steen, 1938
P. bufonis Frandsen, 195P. caran~is Manter, 1947
P. carolinae Holl, 1929
P. cauctatum Steelman, 1938
P. coatneyf Meserve, 1943
P. conostomum (Olsson)
P. elongatum Nybilin, 1926
P. enterocolpium Holl, 1930 (seep. patellare)
P. etheostomae Fischthal, 1942
P. fausti Pearse, 1924
P. frequentum Kaw, 1950
P. sp. Kaw, 1950
Pi indianum Jaiswal, 1957
P • lacustri ® (Loewen, 1929) Lewis l'/35
P. Ieilae Nagaty, 1956
P. lesteri Wu, 1938
P. linguale Odhner, 1902
P. lohrenzi (Loewen, 1935)
P. loossi Kaw, 1950
P. lysteri Miller, 1940
P. macrobrachiola Yamaguti, 1934
P. macronium (Dayal, 1938)
P. marinae Bravo & Manter, 1957 ("maritimum,)
P. marinum Layman, 1930
P. megalorchis Nybelin, 1926
P. mofurndae Yamaguti, 1934
P. ne vai (Travassos, 1926) Travassos, 1926
P. nocomis Fischthal, 1942
P. notropidus Fischthal, 1942
P. pacif'icu.m Yamaguti, 1911
P. parasiluri Yamaguti, 1934
P. parorchium Jaiswal, 1957
P. patellare-rsturges, 1897) Braun, 1899 (syn:
P. pearsei Holl, 1929
P. pseudofolium Nybelin, 1926
P. semotili Fischthal, 1942
f• shandrai Bhalerao, 1937
P. simi'Ie7Tybelin, 1926
I

P. soITnum

Rankin, 1937
~- spatula (Odhner, 1902)
P. spatulaeforme Odhner, 1902
P. staffordl Pearse, 1924
P. superbum Stafford, 1904
~. undu1ans Steen, 1938
unlcum 0nhner, 1902
P. vITI'atusi Gupta, 1953
P. sp. from Jaiswal, 1957

r.

p. enterocolpium)
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Phyllod1stomum acceptum I.ooss,1901
-- i>la~Uodutomum ~tum lebt in der Harnblase und wu
von mir ~efuoden in 0,-e,ulah,w pauo und griRew, dilrfte aber h
wabracbeinlicb auch in den anderen Labriden vorkommen. Die Ti
haben (beeonders im erwachsenen Zustande) wAhrend des Lebens die,
es scbeint, far alle Gorgoderinen charakteristische gelbrOtliche Firbu
mit Sublimat konserviert, werden sie wei.6. Das grOBte meiner Ex
plare bat eine LAnge von 7,2 mm; das Vorderende ist ziemlich s
zugespitzt, die Breite nimmt bei den konservierten Individuen n
binten fast gleicbmallig zu, bis sie im vorletzten KOrperviertel nnge
ihr Maximum von a,4 mm erreicbt. Im Leben ist der VorderkOrper v
dem verbreiterten HinterkOrper meist merklich schirfer abgesetzt,
Halsteil sebr beweglich. die Rllnder des Hinterleibes mehr oder min
krausenartig gcfaltet. Das Hinterende ist abgerundet, der Exkretio
porus dnrch eine kleine Einkerbung markiert Die dilnne Haut e
bebrt der Bcwaffnung, ist aber auch nicht glatt, sondern bildet bes
ders im \1orderkifrpcr auf ihrer Obertliiche eine Menge kleiner 1 hal
kugelig nach au.Ben vorsprin~ender Knotchen, die vollkommen unreg
mUig angeordnet sind. Die Saugnllf)fe sind von fast gleicher Gro6e (
bez. 0,58 mm), der Bauchsau~napf am Anfangfl Of'~ hrriteren' Korpertei
(kurz vor der liiirpermitte) gelegen. Dei- Oesophagus ist relativ I
und en t be hr t eines m uskulOsen Pharynx; die ansehnlic.ti weiten, vi

facb ausgebucbteten und dazwischeo oft scharf eingekerbten Da
IClaenkel endigen, etwas nach einwarts gebogen, kurz vor dem Hin
eade. Die Genitalclff'nung findet sich ungefahr halbwegs zwiscben
Sauplpfen noter der' DarmgabeJuog; Genitalsinus klein und flach, m
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From Kaw,1950

PHYLLODISTOIIUM ALUORAI

PANDE,

1931.

PANDE (1937) described the , species of P. almorai from Rana
'Y!'noplilyctis, captured from the stream near Almora, in KQmaon
hills. The writer during his collection of the material found a large
number of specimens of this form from the urinary bladder of the
samt- hmt from Srinal,{.ir (Kashmi, .mrl atid the following \'ariatiorh

It> (•euc1r ', clrtc ,,,.,, ,

.

_

---- ----=--==:::

1uurrc1csorpap1Uaem
· pr - ,onl~onsuclrn. J~tesan
lateral and diagonal, may 1w dose or far apart and arc4pre~nt in the
body regions which may overlap or lie one ~hind the other. Anterior
testis lies opposite to ovary or slightly oblique to it. Testes may be

C

•♦ I •/»"fa.t•.

slightly indented, irregularly and deeply notched, or even indistinct in
outline. Ovary may lie on the right or the left side of the body and
may be nearly lateral or posterior to vitellaria. lt may be slightly
lobed, and equal, smaller or larger in size than that of testes.
Vitellaria arc generally entire and compact ; in one specimen,
however, vitellaria of one side was divided into two part$. The
measurements (in mm.) of the eight specimens arc as follows : Body 2.34--4.03x ,1.25-2.36; oral sucker 0.43-0.57 x 0.48-0.61;
ventral sucker 0.54-0.94 x 0.65-1.0; oesophagus 0.1-0.2 long;
anterior testis 0.3-0.75x 0.1-0.45; posterior testis P~27-0.6x 0.1-0.3;
vesicula seminalis 0.15 x 0.09 (bipartite); ov.ary 0.28-0AS x 0.2-0.35;
vitellaria on ovarian side 0. 15-0.33 x 0.12-0.16 and on the side of
anterior testis 0.16-0.26 x 0.1-0.2; uterine eggs 22-26 x 16-20µ.
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(_)): l'll\'L1.n1>1 ~·1<nIUi\I AMERICANUM (N. SP.); A
);E\\' BL,\lJDER DISTOME FROM AMBLYSTOMA l?UNCTATUM.
HENRY LESLIE OSBORN.
PART

I.

\C\~~

~o\. Bu.IL

The species of this genus which have been reported hitherto
have all come from the old world P. fo/iu,n Olf., from Europe,
1

and P. f,rt,·?ari- , Sturgis, 97, from Japan, have been till recently
th e only specie-; known; during 1902, however, Odhn er atlde<l
four species from fishes o( nor:\ I 1 a Alllca. I have been
greatly interested to find tJat aome mthe salamand~ of this
neighborhood, A1116/ysto111t1 tigri,..,,,,an:infccted with a species of
Plt)'llodistomu,n unlike any hitherto reported. Pending a later
fu Iler account of the structure ol the ftuke, this brief notice will
indicat..-the chief points in .its ~natomy.
The worm is ra.tlier.•mcom1Q011. ,In twenty-nille•salamanders
that have been examined for it it Jiu been found in!on1y six.cases.

od
<Y1J -

·The puuite is follOd in tlie urinary bladder of the salamander.
In one cue nineteen Iuka were found, but this was exceRtional,
for two, three or four mature flukes ii~ maximum found in the
other cases, beside pcrbaps two or th~ small flukes apparently a
young stage of the others. The coarser features of the organization are shown in Fig. 1, a wntral view from a specimen preserved
(without compression) in corroeive sublimate solution and stained,
cleared and mounted whole. TIie form o( the body is less
spatulate than that of P. foliu,,, or P. pattllart, .the neck is less
distinct. The total length of this s~cimen is 3.5 mm., its greatest
breadth is 1.4 mm., the ratio of breadth to length is thus 40 per
cent. In P. patellar, this ratio is 66 per cent., in P. spatula
(Odhner, '02) it is 48 per cent. The American form is thus Jess
broad than any reported old world form. There is considerable
variation in this respect in my .material, some cases being decidedly .slender, in one mature s~cimen studied alive under some
compression and measured from the camera lucida drawing, the
length is 4.2 mm., the width o.88 and the ratio of breadth to
length 20.9 per cent. This specimen is more than usually narrow, most having the broadened form of Fig. I.
There is no pharynx, the resophagus is short, the intestines
branch well forward, and are very long, reaching to the e~treme
posterior end of the body. The cells of the intestine are provided with very long cilia, as in P. patellare; they would probably
be very interesting subjects for histological study. In both P.
fo!ium and, P. patellare the intestines are somewhat sacculated,
but here they are entirely simple.
The excretory system is like that of P.fofium and P. patdfart!dorsal posterior terminal pore, a long ventrally located bladder
branching anteriorly on the level of the hinder boundary of the
ovary. Smaller vessels and Rame cells like Fig. 5 of Sturgis,
'97, are recognizable in sections.
The chief important internal differences between this species
and th, >st: pre, J•lu.sly known are in the reproductive system . T ht:
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two testes arc both nearly in the middle line, the anterior slightly
more on the left side, both arc ntin:Jy within the hinder third of
the bo<lr. The anterior testis lies wholly poetcrior to the ovary,
unlike either P. folium whe.re it lies on the same level as the
ovary, or P. patdlarc where a considerable part is anterior to the
ovarr. Both testes are very deeply and irregularly lobed, but
they are not divided. The lobing is deeper than in any other
species of the genus, in some of which (e. g-., P. IIISKU"', Odhner,
'02) they are entire. The cirrhus organ is present, not enveloped
in a sac, there is a small seminal vesicle, the ductus ejaculatorius
is ciliated and surrounded by prostate cells not marked off from
the parenchyma by a membrane. The genital pore is situated in
the middle line some distance in front of the ventral aucker.
The ohry is located on the right side and in front of the
anterior testis (usually, but on the left side in occasional in-
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stan~es). It is deeply lobed. . The oviduct arises from its dorsal
surface (see Fig. 4) and passes toward the anterior , end. A
passage (Laurer's canal) is given off from the oviduct and runs to
the dorsal surface and right side and there opens to the exterior.
There is ·oo seminal receptacle. The oviduct running on passes
through a distinct shell gland, receiving at this place also the
duct from the vitellaria; it then passes on as the uterus arching
over the viteflirie duct aad puli• ~ toward the posterior
end of the body. The coune oldie uterus is unlike that of any
described member of this
ad ia shown in detail in Fig.
I, where however the coils
IGlllewbat simplified for the sake
of clearness. J'he ·coune is fint a lorward loop on the left side,
then on the same side a loop running to the hind end of the
body, having on its return put a aide
down into the space
between the two testes, then another loop across the front of the anterior testis, then the uterus Cl'OINS to the richt side and fonns first
an anterior loop and finally a long poerior one, at last passing
across in front of the ovary and wntrally to and between the two
vitella and then dorsally o~ tbe ventral sucker to
the
genital pore. There is hardly any atrium .(Fig. 3), the niale and
female ducts meeting almost u they reach the surface. The
.terminal part of the uterua ia ciliated like that of the ductus
ejaculatorius. The ova mea,ure 0,052 mm. x 0.050 mm.
The vitellaria lie close together near the center of the body.
They arc lobed, each consisting of -1>out t~ree parts, one in the .
center and one in front of this and one behind it. These are not
separate follicles, but lobes of a si~1le organ.
Of the generic identity of this form- with Plty/lodistomum of
Braun, '99, then: can be no doJlbt. The specific· distinctness is
equally clear. As it is the fint form to be reported from this
country I pro~se the name ll#Clricamtm to designate the species.
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Since the foregoing put o( this aiticle was written an arti~le •
has been published by Staff'ord, '02, on the American Representatives of Distomum qg,,oides, in which a new· form is described
under the name of Gorg-odwa tra11slueida, which bears a considerable resemblance to P. amn-ic_a,,.,,,, I have also had an opportunity which I owe to the kindness of Professor Stafford of examining some specimens of the species he has described.
The transparency so noticeable in Stafford's form is also n~ticeable in some of my specimens. My material is derived from two
sourc_es, first from worms found by an assistant (Mr. C. C. Tyrn~ll) tn. the lab?ratory and at once (except one studied alive)
placed 111 corrosive sublimate solution, which are all opaque, and
specimens found by openinr •the bladders of salamanders which
had been preserved in formaline f'or anatomical work. These
latter were, many of them, quite decidedly translucent. I think
it likely that as soon as I can obtain living specimens I shall find
them at least somewhat translucent if Iese so than Stafford's.
The form of the body in G. lra,u/11ad4 is slender and parallelsided, and not at all inclined to a spatulate form. While this is
quite unlike the form of Fig. 1, there are among my specimens
some in which the body is very slender. I have not yet decided
to what extent this may be due to the youth of the specimen.
Young worms found in bladders with mature specimens and
apparently earlier forms of this species are decidedly ~l~nder in
• outline and not spatulate. I have even· found some in which
eggs were already filling the uteru~ in which this elongate form
was still psesent. I have little doubt that fully mature older
specimens all become spatulate eventually. These facts indicate
a gradual shading from one to the other of these contrasted body
forms.
There appears also to be considerable similarity in the arrangement of the coils of the uterus in these two forms.
The location of the ventral sucker is much farther forward in
G. translucida than in P. ammcanum, being in the former 20 per
cent. of the total length from· the anterior end and in the latter
32-42 per cent. The testes are located in the hinder third of
the body and are deeply lobed in P. americanum, and are in the
middle; third and are nearly entire in G. transfucida. The
ovary is behind the middle· of the body not near the ventral
sucker and is deeply lobed .in P. americanum, and is in front of
the middle of the body near the ventral sucker .i.nd entire in G.
transfucida.
These differences arc not entitled to be rated as of sufficient
value to justify placing these forms in different genera, unless
the body form proves to be a difference of more .importance
than at present appears. It is the only character that is offered
by Looss, '99, by which to distinguish his Spatlzidium ( = P/1_)'/lo1
tlisto111um of Braun, 99) from Gorgodera, though some species of
th1.: latter (t·. g., G. c;,gnoides) differ in having many testes in..,tcaJ of a single pair. For the pre nt and until more is known
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Gorgoderidae

Redescription of Phyllodistomum americanum Osborn, 1903
(Figs. 1-3)

REDESCRIPTION (based on 19 specimens): Body elongate in young to fusiform
or spatulate in older individuals, flattened dorsoventrally, 1.22--4.82 (2.43) long
by 0.25-2.05 (0.68) wide. Oral sucker subterminal, 0.16-0.56 by 0.14-0.52
(0.29 x 0.25). Acetabulum in anterior half of body, 0.20-0.84 by 0.18-0.83
(0.38-0.36). Ratio of sucker length 1: 1.08-1.50 (I: 1.27) ; ratio of sucker width
1:1.27-1.75 (1:1.47). Testes tandem to slightly oblique , deeply lobed. Anterior
testis 0.084-0. 74 by 0.091-0.80 (0.29 x 0.23); posterior testis 0.10-0.91 by 0.07-1.12
(0.35 x 0.22). Ovary irregularly to deeply lobed, pretesticular, postacetabular;
0.049-0.41 by 0.049-0.23 (0. 18 x 0.14). Vitellaria less than ¼ the size of the
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Figure 1. Phyllodistomum americanum Osborn, 1903. Ventral view of hypotype collected from Ambystoma tigrinum in Wisconsin. Abbreviations: AC, acetabulum; C, caecum; GP, genital pore; PG,
prostate gland; SV, seminal vesicle; U, uterus.
Figures 2, 3. Phyllodistomum americanum Osborn, 1903 (hypotype). Terminal genitalia. 3. Phyllodistomum americanum Osborn, 1903 (hypotype). Parasagittal section of terminal genitalia, acetabulum,
and uterus posterior to acetabulum. Abbreviations as for Figure 1.

ovary, follicular, lying close together near center of the body. Mehlis' gland
dorsomedial to level of ovary, 0.05-0.16 by 0.05-0.21 (0.086 x 0.081). Seminal
vesicle 0.035-0.24 by 0.021-0. 14 (0.11 x 0.07) . Caeca extending to or somewhat
beyond posterior testis . Eggs non-operculate , 0.021-0.028 by 0.016-0.021
(0.025 X 0.020).
HosT: Ambystoma tigrinwn tigrinum (Green).
SITE IN HOST: Urinary bladder.
LOCALITIES: Waukesh a County and Sheboygan County, Wisconsin, new localities.
HYP0TYPE SPECIMENS DEPOSITED USNM elm. Coll. Nos. 76917 and 76918
and UNSM Manter Helm. Coll. Nos. 21356-21359. Other hypotype<- have been
retained in the authors' collections.
SYNTYPE SPECIMENS: After conducting a search for the original specimens of
P. americanum andP. coatneyi, syntypes were discovered at Hamline University
and the University of Nebraska State Museum, respectively. Three syntypes of
P. americanum, a whole mount, a specimen in cross section, and a specimen
sectioned parasagittally, have been designated as the lectotype and paralectotypes, respectively. The syntype of P. coatney has been designated the lectotype.
The 19 specimens of P. americanum in Wisconsin are designated hypotypes. This
erminology is in accordance with that proposed by Frizzell (1933).
LECTOTYPE OF P. AMERICANUM (whole mount): USNM Helm. Coll. No. 76548.
PARALECT0TYPES OF P. AMERICANUM (cross and parasagittal sections): USNM
elm. Coll. Nos. 76549 G 35-16 and 76549 G 35-17.
LECTOTYPE OF P. coatneyi (whole mount): USNM Helm. Coll. No. 76578.
Type materials to describe P. americanum Osborn, 1903 and P. coatneyi Meserve, 1943 were studied, in addition to 19 specimens of P. americanum collected
in Wisconsin. All specimens of P. americanum agree with the original description
except that mature eggs range from 0.021 x 0.016 to 0.028 x 0.021 (0.025 x 0.020),
rather than 0.052 x 0.050.
Discussion

Meserve (1943) differentiated P. coatneyi from P. americanum by the following
characters: testes larger, more lobular, and more anterior; uterine loops less
numerous and different in extent; seminal vesicle larger; vitellaria about one-half
the size of the ovary; and eggs much smaller. Based on a reexamination of Osborn's specimens, it is evident that he erred in measuring egg size. It is apparent
that egg size of these two species does not differ significantly. Certain other diagnostic differences between P. americanum and P. coatneyi listed by Meserve
are also in error (Table 1): the vitellaria of P. americanum are not approximately
the same size as the ovary, but are slightly less than one-fourth the size of the
ovary, and testes of P. americanum are slightly smaller, but are more lobed and
more anterior in extent than in P. coatneyi. Although the uterine loops are more
numerous in P. americanum, they extend laterally to the body margins.
Crawford (1939, 1940) collected digeneans, reported as adult P. americanum,
from naturally infected B. boreas and A. t. tigrinum in Colorado. He described
the life cycle and was able to infect B. boreas experimentally, but not A. tigrinum.
From 60 B. boreas from the same locality, Tonn (1961) recovered 927 worms that
he identified as P. bufonis. Careful comparison revealed that Crawford's specimens were P. bufonis, not P. americanum. Specimens of P. bufonis were reported to differ from P. americanum in sucker ratio, size of eggs, and absence
of a posterior notch in the body (Frandsen, 1957). However, collections of P.
ufonis from B. boreas in Colorado (Tiekotter, 1977; USNM Helm. Coll. No.
76450-76455; UNSM Helm. Coll. No. 21309-21315) and the authors' specimens
TIE-K07TcR.
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Comparative measurements of P. americanum, P. bufonis, and P. coatneyi.
P. <J m ericanum

Total length

P. amcrka num
(present study)

P . america,mm
(Osborn, I903)

(lectotype;
Osborn, 1903)

] .22-4.82
*(2.3 9)

4.2

3.5

0.79
0.88
0.25-2.05
(0.67)
0.41 X 0.35
N.A. t
0. 16 X 0.14
Oral sucker
0.56 X 0.52
(0.29 X 0.25)
0.53 X 0.48
N.A.
0.20 X 0.18
Acetabulurn
0.84 X 0.83
(0.38 X 0.36)
I: 1.29
N.A.
l: 1.08-1: 1.50
Sucker size ratio
(1: 1.27)
0.27 X 0.25
N.A.
0.05 X 0.049
Length and width
0.41 X 0.23
of ovary
(0.18 X 0. 14)
0.51 X 0.25
N.A.
Length and width of 0.08 X 0.09
0.74 X 0.80
anterior testis
(0.29 X 0.23)
0.58 X 0.27
N.A.
Length and width of 0.10 X 0.070
0.91 X 1.12
posterior testis
(0.11 X 0.07)
N.A.
N.A.
0.04 X 0.o2
Seminal vesicle
0.24 X 0.14
(0.11 X 0.07)
N.A.
N.A.
0.05 X 0.05
Mehlis' gland
0.16 X 0.21
(0.09 X 0.08)
0.021 X 0.016 0.052 X 0.50 0.022-0.032
Egg size
X
0.028 X 0.o21
0.017-0.028
(0.025 X 0.020)

Total width

P. bufonis
(Frandsen, 1957)

P. bufonis
(Tiekotter, 1977)

P . bufonis
(Tonn, 1961)

P . b ufonis
(Crawford. 1940
by Tonn , 196 1)

(Meserve, 1943)

2.20-9.80

3.60-6.40

3.00-4. 10

3.3-7.0

7.5-9.0
(8.0)
2.0-2.75
(2.07)
0.425-0.55
(0.475)

0.67-2. 30

0.R0-2.60

~0- 1.20

0.7-1.7

0.27-0.59

0

0.875-1.0
(0.922)
l:l.73-1:2.0
0.63

0.43

X

-0.62

0.32-0.38

0.30-0.47

0.45- 1.07

0.53-0.64

0.45-0.63

l: 1.09-1: 1.84

1:1.40-1:1.87

0.19-0.36

0.36-0.51

I: 1.43
(lectotype)
0.33-0.55

X

0.26-0.57
0.35-1.01
X

0.35-1.0
l: l.34-1:2.10
(1: 1.67)
0.75-1.0
X

X

1.00-1.37

0.18-0.30
0.72-1.65

X

X

0.40-0.82
1.15-1.75

0.31-0.40
0.91-1.97

0. 19-0.40
0.55-0.94
X
0.26-0.79
0.58-1.25

X

0.40-0.80

N.A.
N.A.

0.028-0.034
X

0.022-0.026
(0.024)

I

P . c oa111 eyi

0.25-0.43
0.49-1.23
X

0.36-0.86
0.94 X 0.64
(lectotype)

X

X

X

0.32-0.41
0.17 X 0.30
0.80 X 0.64
(0.31 X 0.39)
0.I0X0.10
0.21 X 0. 19
(0.14 X 0. 13)
0.018 X 0.010
0.032 X 0.020
(0.024 X 0.017)

X

X

0.11-0.19
0.30-0.44
X
0.17-0.28+
0.42-0.63+

0.30-0.75

0.15-0.28+

N.A.

N.A.

0.09-0.26
X

0. 13-0.41

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A .

N.A

0.021-0.029
X

0.015-0.020

• .Numbers in parentheses are means.

t N.A. = not available.
f Badly <J,storted.

of P. americanum from A. tigrinum in Wisconsin show that sucker ratio ranges
of the two species definitely overlap, although the average ratio is greater in P.
bufonis. Their eggs are not significantly different in size (Table I), and individuals
of both species exhibit varying degrees of posterior indentation.
Ubelaker and Kimbrough ( I970) reported P. bufonis from B. boreas and A.
tigrinum in Colorado. Although Ubelaker and Olsen (1972) experimentally infected B. boreas with P. bufonis, they were unable to infect A. tigrinum. Thus,
experimental infections of P. bufonis in A. tigrinum have not been established,
and the occurrence of P. bufonis in A. tigrinum must be examined more critically.
In the present study, 29 A. tigrinum, 20 A. maculatum, and 10 Bufo americanus
were collected from the same localities. Phyllodistomum americanum was recovered from 12 A. tigrinum (41%); A. maculatum harbored no bladder flukes.
Another bladder fluke, Gorgoderina bilobata, was recovered from B. americanus. Phyllodistomum americanum was found only in A. tigrinum in the present
study and those collections previously reported from B. boreas are apparently
in error. Consequently, there appears to be definite host specificity of P. americanum in A. tigrinum. This further supports the hypothesis that the host referred to by Osborn (1903) was A. tigrinum rather than A. maculatum.
Conclusions

Based on collections of P. bufonis from B. boreas (Frandsen, 1957; Tonn , 1961;
Tiekotter , 1977) and the examination of A. tigrinum, A. maculatum, and B. americanus in the present study, the authors believe that both P. bufonis and P. americanum exhibit host specificity and are restricted to B. boreas and A. tigrinum,
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respectively. Although P. coatneyi has not been reported since Meserve (1943)
recovered this trematode from A. maculatum, it appears to be a valid species
specific to A. maculatum.
The most valid taxonomic character for identification of P. americanum , P.
bufonis , and P. coatneyi appears to be their presumed host specificity. Other
!axonomic characters include the size of the vitellaria in relation to the ovary,
testicular location and lobation, size of the seminal vesicle, and the sucker ratio.
These characters are valid only when large numbers of individuals can be obtained
and compared. Each of these three species exhibit prominent intraspecific variations. Thus, characteristics such as total length, width, and, to a lesser degree ,
sucker ratio should only be considered when a large number of individuals have
been secured and compared, as in Table J.

This report deals with three species of Phyllodistomum having amphibian hosts
in the north-central and western United States. Osborn (1903) described P. americanum from Minnesota urodeles, identified as Ambystoma punctatum in the title
but as A. tigrinum in the text of his paper. Later, Crawford (1940) reported P.
americanum from A. tigrinum and Bufo boreas in Colorado. Meserve (1943)
described P. coatneyi in Wisconsin, and Frandsen (1957) described P. bufonis
from Bufo boreas in Utah.
During 1979-1980, the authors recovered P. americanum from the urinary bladder of A. tigrinum in southeastern Wisconsin. Quantities recovered warrant a
redescription of P. americanum and a reappraisal of characters used to differentiate this species from P. coatneyi and P. bufonis. For this purpose the authors'
material was supplemented with type specimens and other collections of the three
species.
After specimens of P. americanum were examined alive, they were fixed with
AF A and stored in 70% ethanol until prepared as whole mounts or as serial
sections cut at 6 micrometers and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Whole
mounts were stained with borax carmine or Mayer's hematoxylin and mounted
in Canada balsam. Measurements are in millimeters unless otherwise stated; mean
values are in parentheses. Figures were drawn with the aid of a camera Iucida.
Additional collection data may be obtained from Coggins and Sajdak (1982).
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Pbyllodistomum W1KUlatum v. Li. ·sTow.
Wig. J) .
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l>rni in Bu) am einge8chlossenc Exem1>Jare des
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Liiug, de · K1\rJ>ers L<~tragt J ,H-2, 7;; mm bei ciner grt)sst n lJreit hl der Mitt.e d Hinterk0rJ>m ,·on 0,92-1,2 mm. Vor,terk per lm.1 l ctwM I urzer, bald ein wenig liinger als der rhomb" he, mit mu kulOeen, eckjg vonp~endcn Seitenriindom
von dieaem nl t aoharf ab1eeetzt.
Mundaaugnapfes 0,23-0,81 mm, der des Bauc
1•
0,44 mm; Verhiltnis zwischcn Mund- und Bauch ausmohmeaaer wie 7:10. Lange des Oe ophagus in o.usgostrecktem
.......de den Durohmeuer dos :Munchaugnt1pfcs ilbertn•ffend. Darm~ . 111110heinend oft von uugleicher Lange, reichen hei clen mir
•arJleaenden Ezemplaren ir,1 Gegensntz zur Angabe hei v. LIN. Tow
iliaht bie ans hinterende des Korpers.
Genitalporus etwa an der Grenze vom clritten und letztm Viert.el ~ Abstandes zw:isohen don Saugnapfen.
Genitaldrilsen den Raum zwischen Bauchsaugnapf und Darlll8Chenk('ln ui<'ht ganz auHfUllend. Vorderer Hoden <lioht hinter dcm
einen Dotterstock, in gleioher Hohe mit dem
Germarium, hinterer Hoden fMt ganz median, dicht hinter dem vorderen Hoden uncl
dem Oermarium. Beide Boden fast isodiametrisch, mit zahlreichen Einkerbungcn:
vorderer Hoden anscheinend cin wenig
kleiner als dcr hintere, Durchme:i!ler dert1elben 0,l6-0,25 mm hzw. 0,20 --0.27 mm.
Dotterstocke oval (nach v. LIN::-'l'ow
nierenformig), klein, 0,06- 0, 10 mm im
grOasten Durohme11ser. Germarium i;ehr
klein, rundlich, 0, 10--0,11 mm im Durch- Fi,1;t. 4 · J>liiillodi,.t,wu"" ,,,, .
!Jll/ri/11111 \'

l.JSSTOW. -

rne&ser, undeutlich dreilappig oder rundlich
Etwn 35 ;( .
Nnch v.
LIN TOW ist seine Lagr> cine weit nach vorn geriickte. wobc-i DotterWcke und Oermarium 1>in ciner Reihe II Ji(•gcn i,;ollen; t•int• dt>rnrtig<·
Lage ist bei den mir vorliegenclen Exemplaren nicht zu i-ehen, dn
du Oermarium stetH dcutlich hinter dem hctreffmden DotterHtol'k
gelegen ist, wcnn uuch bei zwei Excmplaren ein wenig seitwii.rtivenohoben (vgl. Fig. 4). UterURwindungen den hinterl-'n Teil dt-s
HbaterkorperH, auch au11serhalb dur Darm~'lhcnkel, in lockcr«.>r .\nOldnung ausfiillend; seitlich vou den Darirn,chenkoln C'r~treoken sie
lioh aber nicht weitcr nach vurne al1-1 bi· r.ur Rohe dc11 Oarmariunu,.
GroNe der Eicr betrligt bei <len mir vol'liegemlen Exemplaren
~ 37x0,0l8--0,021 mm, naoh \', LINSTOW 0,042x0,0:?l
..,h dieae letzteren M8880 cntsprooh~n ioherlioh clen rlefini·tni nicht.
mit sehr kleinen Einkerbungen.

men babe.----~~~

Gor goder 1dae
Phyllodistomum (Phyllodistornmn) anguilae~1t;W- ,IMf """
This trematode is somewhat spatulate in body form; dorso-vcn
icnc<l, and with cuticle smooth. The oral and the ventral sucker are f· ~ c
size. Esophagus is straight or slightly curved. Intestinal caeca are · tubular,
usually with conspicuous diverticula, and terminate near the end of the hindbody. Intestinal bifurcation occurs near the anterior one third ·in between the
two suckers. Excretory pore opens at the posterior end .of the hind body, excretory vesicle is tubular. Vitellaria, ovary, and testes &?e located Jntracaecally behind the ventral sucker, and _compactly arr'aQ. .~ ::""'.l'estes arc deeply
lobed, obliquely arranged one bchiucl the other. Tho
or testis is little
larger thau the anterior. Ovury is smooth and nearly spherical iu outline•
Y cLillaria arc oval or slightly lobed. Uterine loops distribute intracaccally.
Eggs aro large.
Measurement in mm. of 10 stained specimens: Body 1.35-2.08 x 0.430.93; oral sucker 0.18-0.26 x 0.18-0.25; ventral sucker 0.16-0.27 x 0.18-0.26;
cso11hagus 0.02-0.078; anterior testis 0.09-0.18 x 0.09-0.22; posterior testis
0.09-0.23 x 0.11-0.21; seminal vesicle 0.06-0.07; ovary 0.08-0.13 x 0.07-0.14;
vitellaria, right 0.05-0.10 x 0.08-0.20. left 0.04-0.09 x 0.05-0.10; eggs 0.0372.

0.089 X 0.019-0.040.

Host: Auguilla ja.ponica (T. & S.), Sinipcrca chitatsi (Basil.). Intermediate host unknown.
Location in .host: Urinary bladder.
Locality: Tai Hu.
Type and Paratype specimens: deposite in the Biology Department of
llm.t-Tung Pedagogical University, Shanghai.
The present species is similar to Ph. (Ph.) pseiidofolium Nybelin, 1926 in
its body size, proportion of the suckers, and the structure of the vitellaria.
Dut it differs from the latter and the rest of the genus by its compactly arranged reproductive · organs, smoothly outlined ovary, deeply lobed testes, and
the large size of the egg.

J-or ~oder 1dae
5. Phyllodistomurn (Gatoptroides) bai -ep. 1100. hAf A111/ tUAiJ 19'~
The name proposed for this underdescribcd species is after the nQffl&Rized
equ'ivalent of the Chinese vernascular name for the host.
The living specimens are light orange in color and spahilate in general
body form. Forebody conical, and with oral sucker on it's sumit, While t)'lc
hindbody is widened. Dorso-ventrally flattened. Cuticle is smooth .. ~sophagus is a staight tube. Intestinal caeca sacculate, inconspicuously indentated,
extend not far from the posterior margin of the hind body. Intestinal bifurcation is closer to ihe oral than the ventral sucker. Excretory pore opens
terminally 011 tho dorsum of the hincllJody; excretory vesicle is ittlJulai-. Ruproductin~ urgalls arc situated in the front half of the hindbncly, !Joh ind the
\"(rntral Rucker and intracecally, compadly arranged in antorio-po:-.lorior dircetion, but loosely toward both sides. Testes are deeply lobed and arranged ol,liquely one behind the other. A11tcrior testis is situated bc'.!iiml the vitellaria
and at the same level with the ovary, adjacent to and sometimes overlapping
wit.h the cecum. Posterior testi:::; is larger than the anterior, located just uehind the ovary anu adjacent to the other cecum. Seminal vesicle is an oval
sac, situated in midway between the auterior borde_r of the ventral sucker and the
intestinal bifurcation; thli genital pore is closer to the latter. Vitellaria are
narrowly conical, distinctly lol>ofl, and extend perpen<l.icularly with the body
long axis. Ovary showing sexual amphitypy, is situated just behind oue of
t.hc vctillaria a11d in frouL of tho hi11d testis. Uterus occur both intra- and ext.racccally. Eggs arc large.
Measurcmcnt.s in mm. of 8 staiuecl specimens: Body 1.33-2.01 x 0. 741.30; oral sucker 0.19-0.26 x 0.17-0.20; ,·e111.ral sucker 0.17-0.26 x 0.18-0.21;
Esophagus 0.01- 0.11; Anterior testis 0.1,5--0.20 x 0.20-0.26; lJOsterior testis·
0.21-0.31 x 0.18--0.30; Rcminal vesicle 0.07- 0.13; ovary 0.09-0.19 x 0.12-0.17;
vitcllaria, right 0.13-0. lS ,.: U.05-0.07, left 0.10-0.16 x 0.05-0.06; eggs 0.0510.070 X 0.027-0.0,JO.
Host: S7Jhcruiclc:-; oceUotus (Osbeck). Intermediate host unknown.
Location in host: Urinary bladder.
Locality: Tai Hu.
Type and Paratypc specimens: clcpo:-;itcd in the Biology Department of
Hwa-Tung Petlagugical University, Slrnnghai.
This c:;pocies resembles more closely Ph. (Cut.> n1nr!tnrrla Yarnaguti, 1!)3,1
than any other members o[ thr subvt'nus. J10\\'e\·1~ r. the 11rcsv11L :-;pecies ca11
be distinguished from tho lalt1'r and lhc rest of i he g1 •nus !Jy il::; body size,
identical suckrrs, <lee ply lobed i ,,-.;tpc; ,rncl \' ilcllaria, :1 tHl l he larg1..•r 1:gg size.

PHYLLODISTOMUM BIMA. CULATUS

N. SP

SA•P/,,,,,u/ /i,lref>S1

IC/I/~

~orgoderidae

(Fig. 16-18)
TYPE HOST :

CCtllichl'ou.~ bimac-ul<1tus (Bl).

OTHER HOST :
LOCATION :

Anguila anguila (Graz and Hardw).

Liver.

oO
~17
0-05

NUMBER OF TYPE HOST EXAMINED :

8. and other host 1.

NUMBER OF SPECIMEN EXAMINED : 5.
They were creamy w'hite in colour in living condition, Fore-body
tapered anteriorly hind-body folliate with circulated margin. The body
size 6. 65-6. 87 X 1.12-2. 2~ mm, maximum width at the testicular
region, Fore-body 2. 20-2. 2;) mm long. Oral sucker terminal measuring
0. 78--0. 90 ,,( 0 90-1. 05 mm. No Pharynx but the anterior region of
esophagus isolated at the base of oral sucker. Esophagus O. 36-0. 38
mm in le-.:igth. Ceca long terminating near the last end of the body.
Acetabulum, pre-equatorial measuring O. 90-1.12 >--: 1.12-1. 3:1 mm.
Suckers ratio 1 : 1. 2., Testes intercecal, diagonal, in broadest part of
the hind-body,
measuring 0 .56-0.G7
0.33-0.45 mm. Vasicula
seminals small sacular. Genital pore post bifurcal, Ovary lobed submedian, pretesticular, measuring O. 45-0. 56 )( 0. 45-0. 67 mm. Vitelline gland O. 22--0. 45 X O. 37-0. 45 mm in size, behind acetabulum.
Uterus occupying almost whole of extracecal and intercecal field of hindbody. Excretory vesicle tubular. Eggs O. 056-0 . 067 ✓ 0. 045= 0. 047
in size.

,<

REl\fARKS

The present specimens resemble Plesiodistomum callichrous (Dayal
1949) n$ far as uterus position is concerned. But the ovary and testes
are more -o r less smooth, in the latter and t'he present specimens are
larger in size. ac2ta hulum is larger than oral sucker and thus suckers
ratio differs in the 1,vo, P. birrwcnlatus has no pharynx and preharynx in
contrast to P. callichrious. Esophagus is present in our specimen while It is absent in allied species. Vitelline gland and eggs are also larger
than in P. Callir:hrous. P. bimarulatns also resembles to PhyU:>clfatomum ::;t,afjordi ( Pearse, 1924) in body shape. But testes are not lobed in
P stafjordi while in our specimen these are distirn.:tly lobed. P.hylk>distomum y.ousfzai Bashirullah and Islam 1970, resembles in morphology
but differs in size, sucker ratio, and eggs sizes. The host is also different for the two species. The present specimens ar,:,, also distinct from
other known soecies.
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Genus PRYLLODISTOMUM Braun, t899
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Phyllodl8tomum borlabychowakyt sp. n. L'e~pece q11i fait l'objet de
cette etude, a ete recoltee dans l'intestin de Gibbonsia metzi Hubbs, capturee
aPalos Verdes, Californie, Etats Unis, le 27 Avril, 1955. L'unique exemplaire
trouve, est signale avec le numero 54 de la Collection Winter., Ca.bat!ero o.nd

Catxl.lfero) /161

De•crf ptlon

Corps piriforme, long de 4.568 mm, large de t. 766 mm au niveau de
l'acetabulum; il est legerement retreei a l'ecuateur, prescntant done deux
region!: une antorioure conique et une autre posterleure ovalo, sa plus grande
largeur est situeo au niveau du testicule droit. Cuticule mince et unarmee .
. La ventouse buccale est sub-terminale, plus grande que l'acetabulum,
elle mesure 0.6 1.t8 mm de diametre longitudinal sur 0.518 mm de diametre
transversal~ L'acetal,ulum l!litue en avnnt des glandes viteJJogones, mesure
0.486 mrn de diameLre longit.udinal sur 0.518 mm de dinmetro transversal.
L'oesophage est coun, un peu dilate a son oxtremit.e proximale, lon1
do 0.178 mm. La biCurcaUon intestinal prend place a 0.907 ram de l'extnimite auterieurl.'. Les coecums, · larges, suivent les
bords lateraux du corps ct
se terminent pros de l'ext.remit.e postericure. m~urent
0.243 mm de largcur.
A p p ar ei l
g e n it n I m n l e: Jes dcux t.csticulcs .sont glohuleux. a
bord~ entiers, intercecaux
et places en diagonal dans
la sooonde moitie du corps,
le tcsticule anterieur situe
a droit.e du plan aagiital,
est sepali ·cha "°"'fflellr par
I 'uterus; le t.esticu)e droit
mcsure 0.372 mm de longueur sur 0.453 mm de
1argeur. La vesicule 1eminale s'etale obliquement
du cote droit du corps,
avant ·du bord ·anterieur
de la ventouse ventrale
jusqu'au pore genital. Les
pnrois de cctte Ycsicule sont
tri-s fines et difficiles a disccnH•r.
A p p a r e i I g e n it n I Ccmcllc: l'ovnire
glohuloux nux hords en tiers,
est situc du cote gauche, derriere la glnndo vitellogene
correspondante,
mesure
0.421 mm do longueu_r sur
0.405 mm de largeur. La
region de l 'ootype et la ·
glande de Mehlis sont dcrriere l'acetahulum, entre
Jes deux glandes vitellogenes et l'ovaire. L'uterus
05mm
quitte l'ootype en formant
unc grt'le ct fin<' nnse Fig. t. Playllodutomum "'1rt1b11claa11•1kyl ~p. n.: corps
transvorsalc qui dc~ccnd
t'nl irr, vut' vcnLr11lc•.
obliqucment vers le cote
droit, apres il -se dirige
vers la ventouse ventrale, en faisant encore une anse revient sur la gaucl.Je
et constitu<> la hrnnche desccn,1,.ute uterine. Dans I 'extremite posterieure
dn r.orp~, rllf' trnverso au rntr. droit en constituant la branche ascendanto
uterine. •1111 pas.se <:11r ln r••gion de J'oot.yp(' et continue son traget sc,us
)f' liorrl gaucht1 ,Je rarPlnl>11lum et la vilrilogene dn mr•mo cote; en avant
Je hord anterit!III'
th• '" \'1 1 11tnnse, les dernien•:-1 All~P~ dtt l'll\lrua soot toul~
1
c11lor1 illees. ! 0U\'tftnt ,Iott .. l'orifice pnitAI, L'uttlrua e~ bien developpe,
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se.s nom'breus~s ~ s e.n-J<l.b}&Sti1It entiorement t'oute l'aire intcrttacc.-le en couvrant totalement Jes cpecums. ·L'orifice genUal ,
est situ~ ventralement sur la ligne mediane du cor~, a mi-longueur
J'arche bifurcal et le bord anterieur de l'acetabulum. Les oeufl!I son1
bryonnes, jaunatres, longs de 0.033 mm, larges de 0.022 mm.
. Les glllndes vitellogones constituees par ~me pair~ de corps glo~u
massif~, compacts, aux bords lises, sont situees dorsalement A I o
et 8 I'uterus dont quelques anses passent ventralement sur ell81!1, J;
·ielloglme dr~lte me."u,re 0.340 mm de long sur 0.340 mm de IRra
1aucbe 0.437 mm de long sur 0.275 mm de large.

Fig. 2. Ph11llodlltomum borub11chow1kyt sp. n.: d~laille dt>s glandt>s

vitollogcncs, do l'ovairo <'l des conduits sexuelles fcml'lles.

Le pore excreteur dans l 'extremite posterieure du corps en position dorsal, sub-terminal, est bien visible; la vesicule excretrice n'a pas ete observee,
dO au grand developpement de l'uterus.
. Hote. Gibbonsia. metzt Hubbs (Pisces: Clinidae). Localisation: intestin.
Localite geographique: Palos Verdes, California, Etats Unis. Type. Collection
Helminthologi1ue du docteur E. Caballero y C. numero 499.
I
Discussion
Le genre Phyllodistomum Braun, 1899, possedo de nombreuses especcs
qui parasitent a vertehres d'eau douce et d'eau marine. Pour preciser la
nouvelle espece que nous ven'ons d'etudier en lignes precedentes, nous l'avons
compare aux especes qui parasitent Jes pois..qons marins, en tenant compte
fondamentalement aux dates structuraux et physiologiques, par exemple,
no·us avons fait attention sur l' appcreil osmoregnlateur qui est different
chez Jes esph·.es d'ean douce que choz Jes especes d'enu salce. Ensuite, nou~
avons compare los structures .de notre espece avec colles do poiMons du Pacifique americain, a continuation avec celles du Japon, de l'Atlantique et
de l'Ocean Indique. No·us avons constate que parmi toutes ces especes les
differences fondamentales &\rec la notre sont: diamctre des ventouses; forme
de la v~icule seminale; des testicules, de l 'ovaire, des glendM vlte11og~nes;
dheloppement de l 'nten1s et longueur dM coecums.
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Gorgod er1d ae
Phyllod 1st omum brev1caecum Steen, 1938
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EP----Fig. 4. Ph:»llodistomum bre1>icecum sp. nov .. ventral view.

Phyllodistomum brevicecum sp. nov.

Specific Diagnosis.-Phyllodistomum Braun, 1899. Body fl.at, spatulate,
with a broad, posterior part not sharply set off from the neck. Lateral margins of the posterior portion thrown into a single pair of large folds or flutes.
Margin smooth, not crinkled. Posterior end turns dorsad; posterior notch
absent. Cuticle covered with small closely set papillae. Larger papillae present
on body surface. Oral sucker larger than acetabulum; sucker ratio 1:0.82.
Oral sucker with two pairs of papillae on an inner margin and four pairs on
outer margin. Acetabulum with two pairs of papillae on inner margin and
three pairs on outer margin. Ovary lobed, situated lateral to the vitellaria.
Vitellaria lobed, widely separated, and situated almost lateral to acetabulum.
Testes small, slightly lobed, oblique in position and widey separated. Uterus
extensively coiled filling most of inter- and extracecal space. Non-operculate
eggs containin?, well-developed embryos. Intestinal ceca very short, extending
through only the anterior half of the posterior portion of the body. Six pairs
of cephalic glands present.
Host: Umbra limi, the mud minnow.
Habitat: Urinary bladder.
Locality: Rayburn's pond, near Lafayette, Tippecanoe County, Indiana.

Phyllodistomum breyicecum differs from all other species of Phyllodistomum _in the po~session of intestinal ceca which are very short, the ceca
extendmg approximately one-half the length of the posterior portion of the
body. It differs from ~II other species except P. pearsei and P. mogurndae
in that the oral sucker 1s larger than the acetabulum. However in these two
species, the ovary lies posterior to the vitellaria while in P. bre-vicecum the
ovary is lateral or nearly lateral to the vitellaria.
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klNARY BLADDER
OF THE WESTER TOAD, BUFO BOREAS
BAIRD & GIRARD, 1852

. . . ...., ,.h.. J.\..J.LJ.~L , J.• KU1

JORN C. FRANDSIEN 1
Depa,t,nn, of ZHloi,, u_,,n11 of u,-,,

Specimens of the western toad, lh,fo bar~ Baird and Girard, 1852,
were captured alive and brought to the laboratory where they were
double-pithed and examined for parasites. Of the 17 toads examined,
the urinary bladders in nine yeilded a total of 95 trematodes belonging to .
an apparently undescribed species of the eenui Pl,yllodisto••• Braun,
189~. These trematodes were relued in 0.75 percent sodium chloride
solution containing 0.4 percent Chloretone (~arke-Davis), fixed for two
hours in hot {56°C.) non-alcoholic Bouin'a fluid and stored in 70 percent
ethanol. They were stained by Delafield's iron haematoxylin method,
blued with ammonia-alcohol, cleared in oil of wintergreen, and mounted
in Piccolyte.
All measurements are in millimeters. Average measurements, made
on 10 representative adult specimens, are in parentheses. Measurements
are made on 10 specimens except when otherwise stated. •
rra:,idS~t'I, I
Phyllodistomum bufonia sp. nov. (Fig. 1)
Type host: Bufo boreas Baird and Girard, 1852.
Site within host: Urinary bladder.
Type locality: Silver Lake, Big Cottonwood Canyoo, Salt Lake
County, Utah.
Date of collection: July 23, 1955. .
Repository of types: Holotype and seven paratypes in Zoological
Museum, University of Utah. Two paratypes in Helminthological Collection U. S. National Museum.
Diagnosis and description: Body lanceolate and dorsoventrally
flattened posterior to neck; greatest width of body 2-2.75 (2.07), holotype
2.5 broad; greatest length of body 7.5--9 {8.), holotype 9.0 long; posterior
notch absent; anterior portion of rim of acetabulum ¾s length of body
from anterior extremity; rim of acetabulum not extending beyond lateral
sides of body proper in fµlly adult specimens; diameter of oral sucker
0.425--0.550 (0.475), 0.550 in holotype; d$ameter of acetabtilum 0.8751.00 (0.922), 0.950 in holotype; ratio of oral sucker to acetabulum
1:1.73-1:2 (1:1.95), 1:1.73 in holotype; cuticula smooth.
The vitellaria are separated from the level of the posterior portion of
the rim of the acetabulum by a distance equal to approximately four
times their greatest width. The vitelline glands are divided into deep
finger-like lobes, with the number of lobes three to nine. In the holotype, the more mesad of the glands has three lobes, and the other gland
has nine lobes. In the holotype, the larger vitelline gland is slightly less

'tr,
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Present address:

'.1,•,,~:;:.:',,:;~~~-~",r:••'{4.

Box 147, Grantsville, Utah.

than one-half $.he size of the ovary. In other specimens the proportionate
size of vitellaria to ovary may be somewhat less. The vitelline glands are
well-separated, and the vitelline ducts from each gland join to form a
common vitelline duct which leads anteriorly to a roughly heart-shaped
mass composed of the ootype IUl'l'OUDded by Mehlis' gland. The ovary
is irregularly lobed, not deeply lobed as are the testes, sinistral or
dextral in position, dextral in the holotype, and its center is posterior to
the vitellaria. The foreward edge of the ovary may be separated from
the vitellaria by a distance equal to the greatest width of the vitellaria
and som:times thE: ovary part~y overla~ t~e vitellaria. Th_e ovary
may be displaced slightly to one mde of the m1d-lme between the vitellaria.
In the holotype, the greatest measurements of the ovary are approximately 0.43 wide X 0.63 long. Laurer's canal, the seminal receptacle
and the position where the oviduct leaves the ovary could not be seen~
any of the specimens studied.
.
The uterus is profusely coiled with coils both inter- and extra-caecal.
The coiling is particularly dense in the pqsterior end of the body. The
metraterm is long and heavily coiled~ mUIICular and very cellular in its
distal half. The terminal portion of the uterus is engorged with capsules
("eggs"), and many capsules are present throughout the length of the
• uterus. The capsules are ovoid, sometimes almost round, and in the
terminal portion of the utenls, when they are ripe, they measure 0.0220.026 (0.242) in width X 0.028--0.034 (o.312) in length.

lt;r,
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The testes are ammged in tandem. · Tbev are very C?nspicuous and
divided into a number of prominent lobes. The·greatest. width and length.
of the anterior testis are umally lell than the correspoJldmg measurements
of the posterior testis. The length is pater than• the wid~h. In 10 ,
flukes, the aoterior testis ranged from O.tro--0.825 (0._542) !n greatest
width x 1.00-1.375 {1.23) in length. In ~he holo~ype, this testis measures
0.825 x 1.375. In 10 flukes, the poat.erior testis measured 0.400-0.~
(0.562) in width X 1.150-1.750 (1.480) in .l~h. In the holotype, _this
testis measured 0.800 X 1.500. . Each testts 1s from thr~ to seven times
the size of tlie ovary, being about four times as lar~e m the holotype.
The r,asa ejferenlia appear to leave the testes subt:ermmall~ ne~r th~ aJ?,terior end. The vas def•nu leads into a large !esicsda se"!in~lis which 1s
surrounded by a large prostati~ glatid that ~Jects an~enorly and_ tends
to overlap one of the gastric caeca just posterior to the mtestmal bifurcation. The T1Uicwt1 sn,aifJOlis and the prostatic; gland are located b~tween
the anterior portion of the rim of the acetabulum and the place of bifurcation of the digestive tract. The genital pore is.ventral, m~d-way between
the gastric caeca and posterior to the bifurcat~on o! the i11:testm~l tract,
somewhat less than ~ the distance between this pomt of bifurcat10n and
the anteriormost portion of the rim of the acetabulum.
The oesophagus is not straight, and exact measurements of th~ length
of same were difficult to obtain. The distance between the postenorrnost
end of the oral sucker and the intestinal bifurcation v<:1-rie~ from ~.2000 400 in nine specimens with an average of 0.276. This distance m the
h~lotype measured 0.400. The intestinal bifurcation is located approximately}' of the body length from the anterior extremity and approximately midway between the oral suck~ and. the acetabulum. T~e
gastric caeca are prominent, of almost umform width throughout, and he
close to the lateral margins of the body, with much more than ~
•I c
body \\'idth lying between them. The distance from the p
l'Xtremit \ of the bod\· to the blind ends of the caeca varies in fh.k1 ", ot
the sam~ O\'L'rall length and may not be the same for each caecum in an
indi\·idual fluke. Approximate measurements of this distance in five
flukes arc as follows. with the overall length of the fluke in parentheses:
O.(i:2:) (7.,i), O.,;;o (RO), 1.000 (8.0), 0.650 (7.5), and 0.575 (8.0), with an
an-rage of 0.720. This dis_tance in the holotype measured 0.750 (9.0).
ThL' excretory pore is at the posterior extremity, and a central duct
(which might be termed a tubular excretory bladder) leads to the level
of the posterior testis, where it branches, forming two ducts running
lateral to the testis. These latter ducts branch many times, each smallest
branch leading to a flame bulb. Numerous flame bulbs are present and,
due to obscuring of many by the uterus, the complicated flame bulb
formula could not be determined.
DISCUSSION

Pande (1937) and Kaw (1950) have considered the generic name
Gorgoderina Looss, 1902,_to be a synonym of Phyllodistomum Braun, 1899.

The present author agrees with Pande and Kaw. Any new phyllodistome
without a much-widened posterior portion markedly set off from the
anterior portion must, therefore, be compared with the appropriate forms
previously assigned to Gorgoderina.
·
At present P. bufonis is apparently the largest known member of the
genus. In addition to its larger size, there are other characters which
distinguish this species. It differs from P. ( =Gorgoderina) lranslucida
(Stafford, 1902) in having lobed testes instead of smooth ones, in having
the ootype anterior to the vitellaria instead of posterior to them, and in
having a greater proportion of the uterine folds between the gastric
caeca. P. bufont's differs from P. ( = Gorgoderina) shislorchis (Steelman,
1938) in having a heavy, coiled metraterm anterior to the vitellaria., in
having the vitellaria divided into a· greater number of lobes, and in having
a markedly different size-ratio of oral sucker to acetabulum. This new
species differs from P. americanum Osborn, 1903, by its different suckersize ratio. the significantly smaller size of its capsules, and bv the fact
that P. americanum has a slight posterior notch. P. bi4onis differs from
P. loossi h:aw: l!l.iO, by its markedly different sucker-size ratio. its ~ceta-

~·

bulum being proportionately f~her anterior, and by lacking papilla-like
structures on the suckers. The trregularly-Iobed testes different suckersize ratio, and heavily-lobed vitellaria distinguish P.' bufonis from P.
conostom1-!'m _Olsso1:, 1876._ P. parasiluri Yamaguti, 1934, differs from the
ne:w- species m ha vmg a diffen:nt sucker-size ratio, and in lacking a heavy,
coiled mctrat~rm. P. buJ.onis may ~ distinguished from P. coatneyi
Meserve, 19-1.3,_ by the dtfferen~ position of Mehlis' gland, the lesser
degree of _l?batton of the ov~117 tn t~e fonner, and by the ofttimes different position of the ovary, stmstral tn P. coat,ieys and sinistral or dextral
in P. bufonis, hcing dextral in-the holotype
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Phu\ \od us+omnm

TI 1e adult trematode used m Enis studv resembles P. american11m and P. bufonis ·with
minor exceptions. :Measurements giwu by Osbom (1903) and by Frandsen (1957) reveal
that P. a,~u.>ricanum is smaller i~ size, the acetabulum 1s located more antenorly, and the
excretory bladder extends only to the posterior
testis. Flame cell formula 2 [(4 + 4) + (4
4 + 4 + 4)]
48 in p_ bufonis.
Crawford (1940) repoited that both Bufo
and Ambystoma were infected with P. americanum. Tonn ( 1950) noted that Rana p;picns,
Ambystoma spp., and Pseudacris triseriafa c:ollected with B. horeas were nen~r infected with
Phyllodistomum. To determine if \'arious amphibians and fish could ser\'e as experimental
hosts, 10 metacercariae we're fc>d to each of
,cveral hosts (Table 1). Onl) B. l10rcas be~ame infected, whereas Ambystoma spp., R.
pipiens, B. woodhousei, and F. sciaficw, did
not.
Goodchild ( 19-13) was unable to infrct Tri-

=
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'urus dridesans, R. pipic11s, R. pa/w;-fris, R.
caf Psl>eiana, R. clamitans, Microptenis dolomie11, Eup0111otis gihl)()StlS, Carassit1s aumtus.
,md Cyprinus sp. with metaccrcariae of Phttl'odistom11m solidum from Desmognatlrns fus,•us.

Rai ( 1964) reported that metacercariae of

P. srii:astavai fed to Heteropneustus fossilis,
Mystus cavasius, and Rana limnochairs excysted
onlv in the first host.
Several Phyllodistomum spp., on the other
hand, are reported to have many definitive
hosts. Dawes ( 1956) believed that many of
the species will become synonyms of P. folium
when additional knowledge is gained on the
range, , ariability, and specificity of this group.
Based OJI experimental evidence adult P. bufonis appear to be host-specific.
The \·alidity of Gorgoderina and Phyllodistom um have been discussed by various authors.
Dnllfus ( 1958) discussed the systematics of
the phyllodistomes and concluded that the
,shape of the body and the class of the host
should serw to distinguish between Gorgoderi11a and Phyllodistomum.
The phyJlodistomes have undergone evolutionary radiation in fish and the gorgoderids
in amphibia. A few species of phyllodistomes
are reported to occur in amphihia, including
the transitional species P. americanwn and P ..
bufonis. We believe the development of the
testes to he a more reliable character, especial1y
for transitional species, on the genetic leve1. In
the genus Gorgoderina, testes form from a
fusiou of nine primordia or "anlagen" ( Rankin,
1939). The anlagen each form distinct testes
in the Gorgoderina but in Phylloclistomum onha single primordium is present ( Goodchild,
1943; Rai, 1964). \,Ve can find no exception to
this characteristic and propose its use particularlv when other characters are in doubt. I'
lm{onis shows formation of testes from a single
anlagen and is properly placed in the correct
genm. \\1p c.:annot agree with Pande ( 1937).
Kaw ( 19.50), or Frandsen ( 1957) who conside1
Cnrg111lcri11a to be a synonym of Pliulloclisto11111111 until specie,; a!'lsigned to Gorgodcrina ar('
•· xamined more <..:ritically and life <"\'C'I<~., an
<"l11c·idate<l.
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Coo<lchild ( 194.1) suggested that G. sd1ivforchis Steelman, H)38, and C. tentw Hankin
1~)37, should he i11cluchl in the genus P/,yl/odisto11111111 since th(•,· possess prominent uterine
l'oils ht'tween the ,·itl'llin(' C'omplcx H)l(I thl
aC'C'labulu 111 s· . . p Inf
· 1 .
. ,
1
_rnn . ·
onrs c ocs l~oss~ s·
·
pronww11t utcrme cod<; between. the v1tell~rn
c~mplex and the _acctabulnm which are mon
lnghly developed m older and larger worms bu :
has testes <le,·cloping in a phyllodiston,e fashion, we consider G. t<'nua and C. schistorchis
as belonging to the genus Gorgoderina 1111til ad ditional information is available conc<·rning testicular development.
Crawford ( 10.39, 19·10) reported that P.
america11w11 was present in both salamanders
and toads and that miracidia wc:re obtained
from flukes in these two hosts for life cyclt'
studies; howen.•r, our failure to infrct salama11ders with mc•laccrcariae, presumably P. anwricanm11 , originating from toads indicates that
perhaps Crawfor<l was dealing with t\rn sp<'cies of flukes , the species in toads being P.
lmfcmis. the specil's in salamanders being P.
a111erica1111m. Since it is 11ot known c:xperimentally whether P. america,111111 <..:an infect toads ,
110 clefiuite c:onC'lusious ma\ he: drawn eo11cerning tlw exact icl(•nlitv of c;·awford 's matc•rial.
In the sanw rnan;H'r, tlw experimental work
presented herein <loes substantiate Fra11dsC'11's
dE'cision to 11an1(' those flukes from B. borrns
as a distinct species.
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Gor god er 1dae
PIIYLLODISTOillUM CA1llERONI n. sp.
(PL 11. fig. 1)

Agrawa.1,1966

Only one specimen of thi-, form was collected from the Urinary bladder of Rita

rita (Ham.) obtained from fish market at Lucknow.
Description :
Body spatulate, 4.23 mm. long- and 2.23 mm. wide just behind testicular region of
body; anterio1 part narrow anJ elongated, 1.8 mm. long by 1.10 mm. wide and posterior part expanded and nc.irly circular ..'.52 mm. long by 2.23 mm. wide. Oral sucker
globular. terminal , 0 .5 ITlJ11 m diametei. Pharynx absent; esophagus tubular, 0.19 X
0.08 mm. in size . It bifurcates mtn two intestinal ceca, sinuous extending backwards
marginally io terminate ll.25 mm. from hind end
Ventral sucker circular, equal to
oral sucker , 0.5 mm. in diameter localed 1.35 mm. or nearly 113rd of body length
from anterior ex trcmity.
Excretorv pore dor!:>al : blaJder long, tubular, extending as far as testes.
Genitai pore median situated betv,1.cn intestinal bifurcation and ventral sucker at
a distance of 0.95 mm. froni ~,n lerior extremity.
Testes J,.,bcd, inlercaecal. :.ubequal, pvstcquatorial. ,;ymmetrical in broadest part
of hind boJ} and <;Cpar,1:ecJ hj l!llrim• coil:-.: situateu at a distance of 2.7'.1 mm. from
anterior t·nd and 0.28 mm. behind uvary . right lestis larger than left and 0 .53 X
0.40 mm. in ,1ze. ldt testi., ll.44 ,. 0.4~ mm. in <;ize. Cirrus sac absent. Vesicula
bernir.rili'> free in pan.:11chj111;; between ir.t,:,qinal bifurcation and·ventral sucker, sac like
and mea!>ttrt~ 0.15 )< 0 08 mm. in si/e.
0\',H)- lobed, prete"'ticulur. 0 2 x 'l.30 m111. m size and ituated on left side of
vitelline gl~nd at a di,t . ,iKe ( ,t 0.2 mn1. LJL\111 pq,te-nor margin ot ventral sucker. From
its right s1Jc Jriscs 0,·1 duc l lc:iding to oc,type. Vitelline gland-. consist ot two divided
folhcks ly111g hehmd ventr.i l ,ucker one on either side of ootype at a distance of
I 9'.1 mm. f -..,m ar.t.,;rnH ,•q,, m1tv : right v11ellioc gland 0.10 ,. 0.028 mm. and left
1). I x 0. )29 rnn,. in ,ilc
Du.::ts frvi. two gland~ open -;eparately at ootype. A large
num' L:r of unicellular glc111d~ "urround ootype. Uten:s arises trom hind end of ootype
and run<, backw:mls forming ..:0 1!.; fil'.ln,; .ip nearly all \pace ot hody posterior to vitelline gland'> bC'f 11 intra a,1d e\rrn cec·ill~ also cxtenuing dorsal to ventral sm:kcr to open
at genital pore. f·gg:. <:'l\ al, non l)pcrcul<.ted. 0.039 I -0 0522 X 0.0 I 94-0.0325 mm. in
~ize.

DieeuHion :
The oew form belongs to the genus Phy/lodi,101111m1 Braun, 1899. The following
species of the genus Phyllodistomum have been Jt''-Crihed so tar from fre~~ ;ater :fis~es
of India·viz. P. lewisi Srivastava, 1958; P. ,·mhu,, Da)ai, 1949. P. looss1 Kaw, 19:,0;
P. nnghiai Gupta, 1951; P. vittatusi Gupta, JCJ~4 · P. parorchim Jaiswal, 1957, P. india-
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num Jaiswal, 1957 ; P. chauhani Motwani & Srivastava, 1961 ,
Srivastava, 1961 and P. srivavtavi Rai. 1964. The new form is di
above species of Phyllodistomum with the exception of P. Joossi in ha '
equal size. The new form differs from P. loossi in having posteri~r p
separated from much narrower anterior portion, in having symmetrical tes
having ovary anterior to testes.
Accordingly it is regarded new with the specific name P. cameronl n. $p<,,
after Dr. Thomas W. M. Cameron, Rtu. Director, Institute of PaTasitology, M
College, Mc Gill University, Montreal, Canada.
·
Host : Rita rita (Ham.).
Location : Intestine.
Locality: Lucknow.
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Gorgoderidae

6. Phyllodislomnm (CatoJJTJ'!)/llr > 1'1111··,i, rp. H.,,. l.r, 11 '1,,,."e/tuA,✓ 19,s;y'
Forebody is conical and the hi11cli)()t1_1· di ·.:oidal. JJor.~u-ve11lrally fluitcwid.
Cuticle is ~mooth or coverl!d with Sl'.ill' Iii c 1n·ojct'1io11.;. Oral :mckcr i~ smaller
than the ventral, and rarely iu eqti:1! .-i ✓.e. E:-;uphagu-; is slender, Btraight or
slightly curved. Intestinal caeca sacculall', rather :-;Lout, but without divcrti~ula, termina1e not far from the postcrirJr ernl oI the body. Intestinal bifureation is much closer tu the oral than to tho ventral sucker. Excretory pore
opens on the mid-dorsum of the posterior end; excretory vesicle is tubular which
extends to the le\ cl of ovary and then r:1 rnifics into left and right, rnllcct_iug
tubes. Reproductive organs arc ::-;ituatccl IJehind the ventral sucker a11u inracecally. Testes arc approximately spherical to irrc g nlar · in shape, smooth
r slightly lobed, arranged obliquely one behind the other. Posterior testis is
arger than the anterior, but either
them is smaller than the ventral sucker.
Seminal vesicle and genital pore are found in between the ve11tral sucker and the
intestinal bifurcati~n, being comparatively closer to the laLter. Ovary irregularly ova], smooth, is located just behind 011e uf the vitcllaria. In spccimumi
1

of

~,·ith more uterine loops, the ovary is usually larger than either of the testes.
Vitellaria ate conical, branched,. extend horizontally with. the body long axis.
ifhe vitcllarine branches are stout and are us~ally given off from the distal
\ld of the main stem. Mehlis' gland and ootype appear as a spherical body in
stained specimeds. Lural's canal present. Most of the uterine loops distribute ..'
behind the ventral sucker and confined intracecally, but part of them extend
beyond the caec;;i. Eggs are oval in. shape, numerous.
MeAsurements in mm. of 4 stained mature specimens: Body 3.1-4.1 x
1~5--2.2; oral sucker 0.35-0.56x 0.27-0.47; ventral sucker 0.35-0.55 x 0.370.55; Esophagus 0.22-0.46; anterior testis 0.21-0.27x 0.16-0.21; posterior
testis 0.22-tt.38 x 0.18-0.26; ovary 0.16-0.35 x 0.12-0.40; vitellaria, right
0.26-0.56x Q,04_:.o,aa,. branch 0.09-0.22, left 0.26-0.50x 0.04-0.29, branch
D.07.,.......0~19; egg 0.025-0.026 X 0.017-0.020.
· A Host: . Cara,$sus auratus (Linne). Intermediate host unknown.
Location in hc,st: Urinary bladder and urinary duct.
Locality: ." Tai Hu and Shanghai,
~: · Type· and Paratype specimens: deposited in the Biology Department of
Hwa-Tung Pedagogical University, Shanghai.
The present species resembles more closely Ph. (Cat.) acceptum Looss,
190i and Ph. (Cat.) pawlovskii (Zmeev, 1936). But it differs with the former
by the .intestinal caeca without indentations and by the size of tho testes. It
differs from' the latter by its larger ventral sucker as compared with the oral
and, by its stout branches of the vitellaria. It differs from both of them by
the branches of vitellaria whi_ch are given off from the distai end of the main
stem instead of from the basal oarts. .
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Gorgorder1dae
Phyllodistomum caudatum steelman,1938

Re11rinlcd from "'l"he American Midland Nalul'lllist,"
Vol. El, No. :l, pp. !ll:3-61H, May, 19a8

A Description of Phyllodistomum caudatum n. sp. *
Gerald M. Steelman
Twenty- two specimens of the common bullhead, Ameiurus melas
{Rafinesque), from Boomer Creek near Stillwater, Oklahoma, were examined
for urinary bladder flukes and found to be infected with a new species of the
genus Phyllodistomum Braun. Approximately one-third of the catfish were
infected; the number of flukes in the infected fish ranged from 1 to 7 with 3
being the most common. A total of 23 worms was found. I propose the
name Phyllodisl1omum caudatum for this form. The worm was studied in
both live and preserved states. The flukes were fixed in hot 70 percent alcohol,
stained in borax carmine, and mounted in toto. Serial sections were prepared
of one specimen.
Phyllodistomum caudatum

n. sp.

Descnption.-Body composed of definitely demarcated anterior subcylindrical pres'Oma and posterior flat, circular, discoidal opzsthosoma. In cross
section the former appears ovoidal, the latter quite flattened. Presoma widest
at juncture with opisthosoma which is at level of middle of acetabulum. Extreme posterior portion of body attenuated as a caudal projection. Sensory
papillae on suckers, small, numerous. Oral sucker slightly larger than acetabulum; ratio of diameter of oral sucker to that of acetabulum 1 :0.93. Oral
sucker nearly circular; mouth subterminal. Remains of penetration gland cells
small, located at postero-lateral margins of oral sucker. Esophagus somewhat
sinuous, varying in form with state of contraction of body. Bifurcation of
esophagus anterior to middle of presoma; intestinal rami wide, extending
directly posteriad to level of posterior margin of acetabulum, thence posterolaterad to about middle of posterior portion of body, thence postero-mesad,
terminating in posterior fourth of body.

Measurements of 5 live specimens in millimeters: length 2.77 (1.97-4.55):
presoma, length 1.09 (0.91-1.52), width 0.448 (0.30-0.75); opisthosoma,
length 1.68 (1.06-3.03), width 1.508 (0.75-2.72); oral sucker, diameter 0.29
(0.19-0.42); acetabulum, diameter 0.28 (0.19-0.404). Measurements of 10
preserved specimens in millimeters: length 2.68 (1.77-3.68); presoma, length
1.159 (0.86-1.28), width 0.498 (0.34-0.94); opisthosoma, length 1.516 (0.912.40), width 1.465 (0.80-2.46); length of caudal projection 0.148 (0.07-0.20);
oral sucker, diameter 0.308 (0.22-0.41); acetabulum, diameter 0.289 (0.220.34); ovary, length 0.207 (0.15-0.27), width 0.208 (0.14-0.30); anterior
testis, length 0.233 (0.20-0.32), width 0.219 (0.14-0.27); posterior testis,

(over)

1

P.oaudatum
•• "most like Pcarolin1 Holl,1929 from Ameirurus
natalls (Le Sueur) in which (1) the size 1s smaller,
(2) the uterus is much more profusely coiled and extends
closer to the margins of the posterior portion of the
body, (3) the eggs are smaller and ·more broadly oval,
(4) the ratio of the d1alD8ter of the ora1 sucker to
that of the acetabulum is much smaller, and (5) vestiges
of penetration· glands are· not mentioned in· the description.
"The most distinctive characteristic of P.oaudatum
is the presence of a tail-like projection at the posterior
end of the body; .••• "
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Phyllodiltomum coa1He3•i

tr:"""!JfJ7Me,,e;,v-lle-., l'f'/'!J

•
(Fig. 1.)
•
Dt1 · litnt: Body thin, flat, unpigmentcd with posterior P:lrt not_ set off fr~m ant:eriGr put.
Three t = as tong as wide with greate1t width across the ovarian region approxunately half war
between the end1. Mar1in1 smooth.
· I Oral acm
Leqth 3.~7.0 mm; greatest width 0.7-1.7 mm. Mouth vent,:at, sub-termma • 04SS--06J6
0.JOl--0.473 mm in width. Acetabulum •~ posterior end of first third ?£ body length. ·relati~el
mm in width, slightly to right of mid-hne. Muscular pharynx ~acking.
~
slender and almost straight, 0215-0.344 mm in lengt?· Intestinal crura shg t Y :.~r _.
relatively large in diameter, left somewhat longer than right, 0.103-0.306 mm from pos

Eso?1;:f'

!'~

o f ~ ·tudinal axis of sex glands somewhat oblique. Testes irregu_larl_y and deeply lobed,
eriorg~hird of body region, oblique. Anterior testis to right of ?11d-l_me,_ 0.490-1.229 mm in
by 0.361--0.860 mm in width. Posterior testis approximately in mtd-hne, 0.1~7-f.5~
from
sterior end of body. Seminal vesicle broader than long, 0.094--02~8 ~ in en
Y
o1~12 mm in width in mid-line to left of anterior end of uterus, opening' mto a abort and
~de p;ostate gland. Va~ deferens and excretory vesicle not seen in whole m~unt~. lobed, 0.3350vary to left of mid-line approximately hat_£ way ~tw~en the two ends!
anterior •
0.559 mm in length by 0.258--0.430 mm in width. V itelhne glands to right

~

eep.!ci

Received for publication, June 8, 1942.
h made the
The author wishes to give credit to F. C. Worman, the collector; R. A. Boy~e w o f lated
toto mounts; Ors. James E. Lynch and John S. Ran~n, Jr. who furnish~ spec1me;: ~ishcd
s des• Mr. Frank J. Lewis for valuable suggestions;. D~. H. W .. ant~ w
r:rint~ from his private library and Dr. E. W. Price for citations to pertment literature.

THE JOURNAL OF PARASITOLOGY
vary, deeply lobed and slightly oblique, 0.189--0.464 mm in -.di by 0.129-0.119 mm in
fiteltine ducts unite between the vitelline 11ancb to form the common vitelline duct
asses posteriorly to join the oviduct from the ldt and the ata'ul from the right. Ontuct
~e ovary on the right side and passes to risht and ,lightly poaterior ID join the fttelliat
hd uterus. Mehlis' gland between vitelline glands and just anterior ID Titelline dDcta.
pre between oral sucker and acetabulum somewhat posterior to bifwcation of ~
>rm the intestinal crura, in mid-ventral line, 0232--0.387 mm from the acetabahan and
989 mm from the anterior end. Laurer's canal not seen. _:;eminal receptacle abeem.
Uterus passes posterior to right of seminal vesicle by a tortuous path to left of
1st posterior to acetabulum it widens considerably, turns obliquely to the right and after
ops it passes almost straight posterior half way between the vitelline glands. It now
the right and aiter passing posterior to the ovary it turns to the left and puea
sterior to the outside of the left intestinal limb opposite the posterior testis where it fonlli
p, then turns to the right acros~ the body of the animal at the level of the posterior \bird
e body between the testes. It then passes' posteriorly between the lateral margin of the •
d the right intestinal limb where it forms a loop and passes forward to the level of the
d of the ovary. It now passes to the left between the testes forming another posterior loop
_ left outside the intestine. Turning .back on itself it passes forward and turns left to
~e of animal forming a posterior and anterior loop at level of middle third of body.· It
•ns posteriorly and passes obliquely posterior to the mid-line and then obliquely anterior to
ht forming a V posterior to the ovary. It now forms a short posterior and two short
ps opposite the ovary on the right side near the lateral edge of the animal. The uterus
;ses obliquely anterior to the left where it joins the oviduct to the right of the ovary.
1-operculate 0.021--0.029 mm in length by 0.015--0.020 mm in width containing embryos.
Host: Ambystoma maculatum (Shaw).
Habitat: Urinary bladder.
Locality: Bass Lake, Wisconsin.
Type specimens: Two cotypes will be deposited in the United States National Museum.

nnoi~-

P. coat11eyi is most like P. mnericanum although there are marked differen
vitellaria of P. a11iericammi are approximately the same size as the o
LTeas in P. coatne:)'i they are only about one half the size of the ovary.
tes of P. coatneyi are larger, have more lobes and extend farther forward
a111ericanum. In P. americanum the uterine loops are more numerous and
position, particularly in not extending to the margins of the body; the semi
kle is larger and the Mehlis gland is smaller than in P. coatneyi. The greatesterence is in the relative shape and size of the eggs which are round and 0.052 by
11 mm in P. a11wricanum and oval and 0.021-0.029 by 0.015--0.020 mm in P.
c

lll'.)'l.

' coatneyi is named in honor of Dr. G. R. Coatney of the United States Pu •
th Service.
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Drawing made with the aid of a camera luricla.

Ham-

Bxemplare.
tie nur in den Hamgefunden und zwar in folWirt.tieren: Cor,,.go1aiu1 la....., (L.) [Jamtland: Fischmarkt
in Osteraund (angeblioh au dem
Lill jon bei Lill&johogen tammend),
Sept. 1922 zwei sehr junge Exemplare; Nald jbn und LandORjOn,
Juli 1924, auegewacheene ExemJ>lare; AnviksRjOn, Revsundsjon,
Or6tingen, Hii.llesjon, RatanMjOn,
Halen und St. Bortnan, Aug.Sept. 1925, mei tt-ns am~gewachRene
Exemplare; Vii.rmland: . Skagem,

0kt. 1924, junge und ausgewachExemplare], G. allrula (L.) ])(Smaland: MyckJaflon, Nov. 102:l,
am1gewachsene Exemplatt).
Obwohl die 01,sso '!.chen OriAene

ginalexemplare, wie geHagt, Hehr
HChleoht erh1tlten 11nd he1-1ond!'rs
betreffH Form UJl(I OrOHHC dcr Haugnii.pfe Atark deformiert Rind, ht'ge
ich nicht dllJ,I gcringlilte Bcdonken,
die von mir in d<•n Harnldtern der
obenerwahnten
( 'oregon w1-Arten

g<•furu.Jnwn

Pl1yllocli1-1tomen

mit
zu
id1•ntifizit•ren, und zwar h1•1"11J111lors l•'i,:. 7. f'h:1llo,/i-'1om1,m rn,w~1,m111111
(01.ssoN).
l':lwl\ :Iii .
R.Uf Grund dcr ~•hr ch rnktl•ri tilJCh"11 Lage dor Gcnitaldrii en, vua· allt'm ,lt,r dt'l'l vordt•J'('ll Hod('llil,
dcutlit'h konHtn,tic1·t wordt•n kn.nn
lJilfloma

romMtom um

OL!i!SON

\

vnr/\flAntlir•ht.,.n Fionr l'rnf

IIJ

~~~
hi r in
IQmum

.

~m
, w
t, werde

ei

vorlicg•~11den E. cmplare
.
111tark vel'lii ngerten Hintcrk
. VorderkOr[l{'r c•twii 2, 5 d~ · ' ' amti
ahg tzt uml vnhiiltni11
hreit
·
plaren etwa halb so hreit,
ilcn
intc•rk<i1 pc•r. DorchmeHser
und
<l1•r d,·~ Bauch11augnapf . o, HlG---0,255 mm;
rncl Bnudum.ugnapfrlurchmt
bei E em.. nge glc•ich I: I . bei grOucren Esempl ren
u in anHg trecktum Zuata.nd heinahe

Mundaaupaphl.
ioher Llnge,

·

meia--

elem
durch m hrere

en

IIO

inter dem vor-

ert, bald weit nach hintcn gekt und mit

ungen veraehen, etwa
Llnpdurchmeuar, hinterer
aber ein wenig breiter al
0,l0-01 13x 0,08--0, 14 mm,
• I aaltenef 111U'eg8lmii88ig
•
diebt hinter dem eincn
dreilappig, aeltener liingB.
Jdeinen Einkerbungen;
ma O 15---0,13 mm bei einer
--0,16 mm. UtAn'D8Windungen
ung den Raum zwilohen den
auniillend, nur ausnahmaweise
8ohlmpn ventral oder seitlich
Dwmachenkeln \ZU finden. Junge Eier
o.eaax&,OII 111m, die grauten vorhandenen Eier.
DtNdl ohne entwickelt'-' Miracidien meesen 0,055

x'1083 mm.
In den Harngingen (nioht

in der Ham-

tdale!) VQD 3'i,w:a linca (L.) (SmAladd: 'l'eich
J'ieobeNi.vel'IIUObllltation Aneboda, 0kt.
toll,) 1111d Abmfflia 6mma (L.) (Viirmland: Sirsjon,

1''ig. K. Pl,y/11,d~""'"'"

~ - und Joni 19?.3); es scheint mir rlo11gul11m n. p. -,-,_., fliaht pas &llllpllOhlouen, d8811 ein Teil der
1-:twa 35 <.
in den Hamgangeo ver&ebieden r
pfundenen Phyllodiatom n zur vorliogenden Art gehort.
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1,·, J., ,1111 ,1:, 1s1s /'i,\//,,,/i.11,,u•11111 . Jl,,cly ,111.111, 1,arr11\\ h· .,1,,1ttil.it,·
l..t1,r,1l 11,1 c•
•,n,,r l•"rt1111, ,,i h"rlY thrn'.\11 111111 l\\11 p111, 11i j.,!d, or 1i11tl', i.:i1111:..: .1 \\:J\\ ,,,
•u,,111 1•
l'.,,t,ri,,r 111,I .. i l,,.dy ,licl1tly n,,t.ilul tur11in1.t v,·11t1,11!. Cn:11•il,1 1,111,I,
,,11,,,r:- 1 ,l)ill:w 1111 'll<k,r, ,111,l ,>11 ,111i.iu, :111d rnaq.:ith ,,i J.,,ch·. (Jr;.1 ,111k,1 ,11litt111
,r\!t r tha11 ,1n•t:d uh1111: ,11, k,·r r:,ti,,,: ktwtli, ,,i ,,r;il ,111 ker tn ;11l'l;dn1lt1111 a, I 11 '':, \\ ,,

•

,I

1

\l,,uth ,t1l,t,·n11111.tl, "1111,il: l·,11pl1.1glh ,1,·..11-h 11111,n1l,1r. ,I,,,,., t
11 r!.:,111, ,,, I: ti i-1
Pnal ,rur.t 11:,1-r,,\\, c11d111,: at ,,,,,fl'ri, r i,o:irtlt .,j 1,.,,)y, !111l'CI •11th ,1111,p,,u,,11 , l.l\1·i, ·

• !Plt'

, :J.,ri., ,,,111cl. ,111,11,th 11r ,li1.thtly l11l,at,·. 11.-ar and po,1t.:rn-lat1·ral t11 ardalJulum \"11,
I·, , j .. 111111).! ,l,,r,111111•,1ally: (11m1n,,11 11l!·llim dul"I ,h11rt, ,lichtly ,w11llt-n.
l\,,n ,·,,111111<1 ,·qu;,I 1, , ('itlwr tl'-ti, ,,r ,lightly larg,·r. ,lii.:hth and irregularly 111111•
• ,11, i11 c rn•ta, t ,, 1th ,·11, l'. ,r111111 . :11l'pli1typi1
Ovi<lmt ,h11rt, an-111)..' fr,,111 ch,r,11111 oi 11\·,,1
• , ,t--11•1\l· c• ii, 11111,1 ,111d 1 1,,.,,·1:,l, 1 11.:ndmg tn m.irg,11, 111 h11d) p,,,ten,,r t" acctah·•
111, n:, ;,, .,,,\11•'-! ,!, r,,'. \ 1ti1.1 l, 1 1h1111 , 111n,trirt111).! t11 ,,cakh 111t1"t1lar mdrat.-rm: c-1•11it.,l
-n1.il:
l•p - 11•1·11,·r••11 : , ! I•, 111tr.,11t, rilll ('gg, co11tai11i11l! fully <k\'el"l'''d 111ir;11,
,.., 1•:, 111- " ' !II ,,It!• r ,·11,h1 , 11:11, d 111tr:lllt ,-ri111 l'l!l!• • 0.031 <0.02'J tl.!1.l2.) 0.11.?] t () 1)2.1 () fl~~
J, ,t• ,, 1,11 111· \\,1 1 , ;,:,r,,1, d . iriq!Ubrly l11hate, i1Hkntat11111, dcqwr ;111<1 \.,lu·, 111.,r,
· ,, , :h.,•1 n ,,,.n
111t..r1,,r 11·,ti, ,,,,t 111 ,,,11tart with ,itl'llarium and ,,pp,1,it(' ,,r ,lit:!1! •
,, ,.,. ,,
!'11 •1 • 'ri
1, 11• l,1 l111vl ht1t 11t·,·t-r in ,1111talt with o\·ary. \",1,,,1 dl' 1 ·ri·111 ,t
, 11 ,, ,, r-•1!11, 1 1, ,,,
'h' 1, n, ,1, 1 tlror,al !11 arl'talmlu111 t" tht:ir j11t1rt11,11 ~llchti
· .. , 11
r1, ,
I \<
I,· , m;ill · ,•i,,, 111 ,t1111 t\11,·t ,]i.,rt I,,,, ,, ii
.1-o••
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Gorgode ridae
Phyllodistomum fausti Pearse, 1~24

·+ik.<LvvvC/'N-c;""

Length:4.77 mm.
Width: 2 mm.

.45 mm. in diameter.

Oral sucker:
Ace ta bu 1 um :

( size : ) • 7 mm . 1 n diam e t er.
(position): In anterior portion of middle third of body.

Sucker ratio:
Esophagus: .7 mm. in length.
Pharynx: Absent.
Genital pore {location): About midway between the anterior margin of
acetabulum and junction of intestinal rami.
Testes, shape: Have deeply incised lobes.
Between intestinal rami, posterior to vitelline
location: glands, touching, ant. on rt. side, post. in middle.
Cirrus sac (extent): Absent.
Ovary, shape: Labate.
location: On left side of body, just posterior to acetabulum.
Vitellaria: Vi tel line glands ovate, slightly loba te, • 25 by .13 mm.
Eggs: .037 by .028 mm.
Other features:
Host:

Aplodinotus grunniens Rafineeque; urinary bladder.

Locality: Lake Pepin, Wisconsin.
Reference: Trans. of Wisconsin Acad. of Sci., Arts, and Letters,
21:147-160.
_
Comparisons:
None mentioned.

Life cyc].e:

f356 f

•

PBYLLODISTOUUII Pa.EQ.UENTUU N. IP.

aw,1950
(Figs. 17 A and B)
A number of bladder-flukes of the above species were obtained
from the toad, Bujr, tirid;s, from Srinagar and other places in Kashmir• .
Body is elongated and sub-cylindrical, tapering both towards
a~tcrior and posterior extremities. Length varies from l.69-3.75mm.
and ma"ximum brtadth, 0.5-0. 77 mm., and is at the acctabul~
region. · The sfze of the type specimen is 3.23 x O.i mm. The rat!? of
the length t~ the breadth is 3. 4--4.9 : I and in the type specimen

.... 17. Pft.llWin«,n,mfrtfWII,_

1

0•

sp. A. Er.tire. I. Egg,.

it is 4~6 ·: ) • Body is aspinose but the two suckers are provided witl~ a
large number .of minute papillae. A smaU minute protuberance with ,
depress·i~n in the centre is present in front of the mouth. Suckers 1
are well dtveloptd and •arly cirrul.ar.
Oral sucker is
,ubtermin f and 0.19--0.37 • . 1(}-0\3 ~ . in siu nd ac-ttabulum
0.21--0.46 • 0.~-0.52 m • in iR, tyi I
CU3-Q.68 mm. from the anterior ext.rtmity.

at a

distance of

Mouth is subterminaJ, followed by an oesophagus. Pharyr:x is absent
and the wall of oesophagus contains unicdlular glar.d cells. Intestinal
bifurcation lies at about one-ninth of the body-length frcm tt.e anterior
end. Intestinal caeca extend laterally in the major part of the body
and thr-ir blind extremities come in contact with each other and lie
at a distance of0.0~-0.32 mm. from the posterior end of the body.
Testes arc smooth or slightly lobed, intercaccal or slightly
overlapping the intestinal caeca and lie almost in tandem. Anterior
t"tis lies slightly on one side and is 0.33-0.65 x 0.2i-0.35 mm. in ·
tiu. Posterior testis is median and larger than the anterior one,
measuring 0.39-0.95 x 0.28-0.42 mm. Two vasa effercntia a, ise
from tc5tes and unite anteriorly to form vas deferens which leads into
large bulbous seminal vesicle. A smaJJ duct surrounded by gland
·rlls \\ hich may be prostatic in natme, connects the seminal vesicle
1r h the genital atrium.
There is no cirrus or cirrus sac.
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representing thf' terminal pa1 t <,f the uterus, is covered by unicellular
gland cells and opens into the I ommon grnital atrium which is tubular
and elongated dorso-ventrally. Genital pore is ,·entral and median,
lying immediat<-ly behind the intestina bifurcation. Eggs are oval,
and measure 34-4-1 x 20-25 µ.
Excretory vesic1e is Y-shaped with a long stem and short lateral
arms. Stem is sigmoid, extending upto the anterior testis and· is
dilated at both ends in the living worm. Excretory pore is subterminal,
lying dorsalJy near the posterior end.

Di1ausio11-In the sub-cylindrical shape of the body with no external
demarcation into antuior and posterior regions, the present form
resembles those s~cies of Phyllodislumum, that were formerly placed
separately under thr- genus Gorgodtrina. In the ratio of the size of the
two suckers the present fluke differs from P. allenuata (syn. Gorgodrrina
atte11au,,a Stafford, 1902), P. porz,icara (syn. G. parvicara Travassos, 1920),
P. caJ>tn#J (syn. G. copensis Joycux and Haer, 1939), P. aurora (syn.
G. aurora Ingles, 1936) and P. tannni (syn. G. tanneri Olsen, 1937).
Acetabulum is smaller than oral sucker in P. parvicara and double or
more than double in size in P. ollenuata, P. capensis, P. aurora and P.
ton"i. Owirg to tbt pre~enceofpapilla-likc structures on the suckers,
the present form can be differentiated from P. simplex (syn. G. simplex
Luoss, 1902), P. eedroi (syn. G. ttdroi Travassos, 1924-), P. cryptorcltrs
lsyn. G. tryptorchis Travassos, 1924-), P. intermtdia (syn. G. intermtdia
Holl, 1928), P. earli(syn. G. carli Baer, 1930), P. bilobata(syn. G. bilobala
Rankin, 1937) and P. ltnua (syn. G. tenua Rankin, 1937). It also,<;liffers
from P. tenua. in the length of the oesophagus; from P. biloh~ta in
arrangement of uterine loops be-tween acetabulum and vitellaria; fr~-m
P. inttrmtdia and P. ,11,li in the position of vitellaria in relation to
acetabulum and from P. almorai Pande, 1937 in the shape of body and
arrangement of gon.a ds. It r~mbles P. multilobata (syn. G. multilobala
Ingles and Langsten, 1933) in the ratio of the body-lengfh to its breadth,
presence of papilla-like structures on the suckers and ratio of the size·
of the oral sud,~r to that of a~tabulum, but diffc-" in the lobulation
of ,•itf'lbria. Tia tk lult- · difff'rr t frqn all 1tw- kno" n pron of
; I
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Ovary is pear-shaped and generally sm(?oth in contour. It is
rn.,ller than the tr-stes, measuring ~.23--0.41 x 0.17-0.3 mm. and lies
>e1site the anterior testis and immediately behind the viteJlaria of
, side. Rarely ovary may become trilobcd and lie nearly
tnal to vitellaria or is overlapped by it. Oviduct arises on the
n,r ,ide oft~e ovary, has. a sinu~us rnu~se and receives Laurer's
1t the beginnmg of the distal third of its length.
No receptac . . , . .
rminis has been observed. Vitellaria consist of two smooth or lobed
atrral bodies, lying at some distance behind the acetabulum and
irasure 0.2 x 0.16 mm. and 0.19 x 0.12 mm. on_ the right and left
drs, in the type specimen. Rarely lobulation may result in the
>rmation of two or three separate follicles. Transverse· vitelline ducts
re present which meet to fo1 ma ~mall triangular vitelJine receptacle,
'. ing ventral to tl:e shell gland. Shell gland is weil developed and
!I cells surround the junction of the O\'iduct with the common vitelline
uct. Uterus is both intcrciecal and rxtracaecaJ, the uterine coils
ling up the major part of I he bed, l r hind tht" o, a ry. In front it
r 11 t ,, , ·, , 1, I rt \i..1.£.!~~..!..S.~~:..:;:~~:.:.;_.:.:;;~~-...,.~-ff~-.-~~-i
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PHYLLODISTOIIUII IP,

Kaw , 1950

This trematode is rare and w~ recovered from the urinary bladder
of Bufo uiridis. Forty!!!dar·~IPIIOS were dissected and only one was
of the above fluke.
infected with a single spcc1
In the living con ·
worm is light flesh-coloured with an
active and mobile body and its external shape can be determined after
fixing. It is elong~ted, dorsoventrally flattened and 3.58 x 1.38 mm.
in size ~th the maximum bre.a dth at the level immediately
bchind!'iilllla1l'V. lkfore fixing, it measured 4.14 x· 1.85 mm. Body is
devoid of any armature, except suckers which are provided with minute
papillae. Suckers are well developed, muscular and more or less
circular. Oral sucker is subterminal and 0.5 mni. in diameter.
Acctabulum lies deeply sunk in the second quarter of the body and
its diameter is 0.74 mm.
Mouth •is subterminal and leads into a short and slender
oesophagus which is 0.13 x 0.057 mm. in size and surround~d by
unicellular glands. Pharynx is absent and the intestinal bifurcation
lies at about one-sixth of the body-length from the anterior end.
The intestina_l caeca curve round the acetabulum., extend in the body
for about two-third of its length and their ~terior blind extremities ,
are slightly dilated.
Testes are elongated, smooth and more or lcu oval. They arc widely separated, diagonal in pt ition and lie in th third quarter site
/_of tlaLbod . Anterior teat i_ o.43 x O2 11110 ,o sr co wd I·
to and MarJ) at le, I w1th °' r ·•
p., 1n1111 t, 11 •~ 0.1' ll. l T mm.
in size and lio behind ovary, hghtly o,crlappc-rl by the lattrr. Two
vasa dferentia arise from the ltstcs and pass dorsally over vitellaria
and acetabulum and unite to furn a short vas defcr1ns which leads
into a large bipartite vcsicula seminalis. measuring 0.095 x 0.145 mm.
and 0.05 0.095 mm. in the proximal and the distal region~
respectively. It is followed by a slightly bilobed tubular structure
which may represent pars prostatica, for it is surrounded by gland
cells. There is no cirrus or .cirrus sac.

x

Ovary is ,mooth and pear-shaped, sinistral and equatorial,
lying posterior to vitellaria and measures 0.4 x 0.3 mm. Oviduct
arises at about the middle of the ovary and proceeds internally
towards shell gland m~. Laurer's canal is present but there is no
teccptaculum seminis. Vitellaria form two smooth, oval and compact
lateral bodies, lying immediately behind acetabulum and measure
0.21 x 0.13
and· 0.24 x 0.15 mm. on the right and the left
sides res~ctively. Transverse vitelline ducts are present which meet
in the centre to form a small triangular ,·itelline receptacle, Shell
gland lying do~al to the vitelline receptacle, is represented by
a mass of cells. Uterine loop~ . are profusely developed and its
extracaecal loops even extend laterally in front of the vitelline
region. The ascending terminal part of the uterus lying in
front of the ·vitellaria has more or less a straight course.
Metratcrm is well developed, coiled and dilated. Genital atrium
receives the male and the female ducts, the former in its antero-dorsal
region and the latte~ in the postero-ventral region. Genital pore liu
on the ventral surface immediately behind intc.stinal bifurcation and
slightly on the left side. Uterine eggs are oval 26-31 x 14-1 7µ. in
size and show early segmentation.
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discoidal region. Among the rt'maining !llpccics the present form diftc-r :
from P. acc,ptum Looss, 1901, P. unicum Odhner, 1902, P. elongalun,
Nybelin, 1926, P. pstudofolium Nybelin, 1926, P. pearsi Holl, 1929J
P. marinum Layman, 1930 and P. loossi n. sp. in the character of sucker.
ratio. Acetabulum is smaller than oral sucker in P. pearsi and equal
or nearly equal in P. acceptum, P. unicum, P. elongalum, P. pseudofolium,
P. marinum and P. loossi. In the arrangement of the uterine loops,
it is different from P. lin.~ua/e Odhner, 1902, P. conoslomum Odhner,
1902 and P. lewisi Srivastava, 1938, for in all the latter species the
uterine loops are confined entirely or mostly in the intercaecal area. It
can be differentiated from P. kajika (syn. Microlttithus kajika Ozaki,
1926) and P. shandroi Bhalerao, 1937, by the position of the genital
pore and extent of vcsicula seminalis. The present dis tome differs from
P. americanum Osborn, 1903, in the arrangement and position of testes,
from P.parasiluri Yamaguti, 1934, in the position and extent of gonads,
from P. solidium Rankin. 1937, in the length of oesophagus and position
of posterior testis and frcm P. a/morai Pande, 193 7 in the form of
gonads and size of eggs. It also differs fro_m P.foliMm v. Olf., 1819,
which bears a notch at the posterior end of the body.

No doubt the form shows differences from the known species, but
most of its characters are overlapped by those of P. a/morai, a variable
species, recovered from Rarza eyanoplil;·ctis, in Kashmir. Besides, the
rare occurrence of the present ·form in the toad, l!ufo viridis creates
some doubt about its true relationship with the host which may be
merely accidental. In view of these facts the writer is doubtful
whether a new species can be erected for its reception.
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In .\11\'1•11il,,,,. l!l',!l. fiy,, rnaturl' Sf11•1·imens of this f11,l,p \,,.,.,. r ••'o\·e

tht>

1

l11aca

111'

l/1,• ,·:rt-fo.d1. IJl'/r·r,111nrw{fcs (8acrnbrr111chus) /uss,/,.,

a r-,,1·" para~ir,,.

:--i,..-,.

,,111 11f lhirtf'en fishPs 1•xaminrd only t>r11• \\a, f.,

Th,• I Ioil,,. ha, ,111 ,,1.,11 !!at,. I' yri form bod\' with a 11a rrow mo bill' prt•a11•1 ~ I
a sp:1t11lat,, P"''•·rinr "'!!11111 loa\'ifl!!" a Ul'lt-likl' 1·11tiC'11l11r pu('kPrin)! alo11~ 11, ••"Y
rn1•as11r,•~ :.!.:!ti :!.Ii:! 111111. i11 ll'lll!th anti has a 111axi11111r11 width of ll.Hli I 11 ....
about th,· 111iddl1• of th .. t,·stirnlar rt·!..'ion. Th .. rnticlt• 1, rliin and without arn 11rmatur
s11t·k1•r is '"r111i11al 111Pas11ri11!!" fl.:!1 11.:!H 111111. in di11111l'trr. Thi' a1·Ptab111'1111, i , ait
dista11rl' 11111. l!l 111111. fr11111 tlw oral ,11rkl'r and llll'as11r1•s 11.:!3 0.:!1-- bv ll.:!1-- ,, 'ifi m
ratio ol th,, ,11d;,,r, h,•i111-' I : I.:! !11 I :l. Tiu• mouth wloirh is s11rr111111d1•d b\' t h1· ural 81
111111111"at,, d1r,·1·tl1 111th an "l1111g-at, d nl'snphagus, about IJ.16 mm. long-. Th" 1111 ..,tina
1ri1l;i t Pd a 11d ,. , t,,,, ,I p11q,•1111rl _,· i11t 11 111,· s11 liraudal region oft hi' bod 1. with tlw,r ''I'" !yin
fr11111 th" ,,.,,t,•ri11r 1·111I.
Tiu· 1•\nl'!11r, loladol,•1 is tubular in sha1w. opening to the l'\ll'fi11r by thr 1tlf'dian
porr l11rat1·d 111 a ,dight dl'l'ft•s~i1111 at th,. 1'a11,lal ( 111I.
'f'hr> !!1111ad, ar .. s1t11at1·d in th,· 11ntPrior half of thr post-a1·(•tah11lar portio11 The
plan•d 11hliq11,•I_, 11, ,·Inst• pro.\i111i1, with tht> rat•ra. th!' po8tPri11r tt•stis IH•inl." more
tha11 th,· a111,•ri,,1 .,1,., Th,· lat1,•r 1111•a,11rps ll.:!H 11.:!!I b\" (1.8 0.8H 111111. and tlu• lormn
In· 11.:q 11.J7 111111. ,, -1,·,·ti\"1•1., . . \ s1•mi11al ,·,•~il'le is· prpsPnt which t·omn111nH·lltes
'-'ith th, :•1•11i1:,I :1tri11111 IJI n1P1111s 11f a short Pjanilator~· duet. In 1·orn111011 with oth
11f tl11• !!''lllls ,·irr11, and 11rr11s sa,· ar,• larkin/!.
Th,· 111ar1· is l11•art-sh:qll'd 1111d l111·atP1l i1111111•diatp)y in front of th1• IPft t,•stis,
O.IIH b1· 0.1 111111. Tl11• 1·1•phalir b11rd, rs of thl' ornn and tl1P rig-ht tl'stis lit• in tlw ~11me I
lltl'ri11 .. 1·oil, lrll 11p 111,hl 111 th,· hod,· spa<·t• from th,, IPstPs to tlw 1·a11dal rnd and are fot
OY!'fs1,•1 1 pi11!!" ti,,, 1·ap1•a. Th,· 111,·tratnm passi11/.'. dorsal to th,• ac!'tab11l11111 runs in
r1111rs1• to 11111•11 into th1• !.'<·111tal atrium. Thr !!"l'nital aprrh1rP is loc-a!Prl i111m1•diately
into•stinal lirt11r<'atio11. '1'111· Yitt•llaria are lobrd but poorly dPvpJopPd, rnnsisting- of pair
Tlwy Ii,· 1111 Pi1lwr sid1• 11f th,, 111Pdian lint· brtwPPII the ovary and thP <:Pphalir rnd of
tPstis. Tht• t'!!!!"s c·o11t.1111, d in th" mrtrat,•rm and antrrior roils of tlw 11tn11:- arr em
anrl IIIP11s11n• I.'< :!."l ,11 Inn!!' by !I 14 ,, widr.
1

Discussio//: Tire

JH'<'sl'nl

form belongs to lltr

s11hg-P1111s

(

'alo11troidcs and on

omparing it with lhC' Pxisling SJ.H'CiPs of this grn11p 1-,,,·""',; rl1,-.P affinities with

hyllodistomum (Cr1toplruirlr.,) si11g11lare

LY\Tll

!!r:lti. in tlw d1s1111silion of thP vitel-

aria in rf'Jati11n to llw gonads. Hut thr characlei' 111' lli1• 1·it,•ll:ll'Ja. tlr1• size of I.he
vary, and tlw f'Xlr>nl of 11l1•rin<' coils arf' f1•c1l 1m•s in "hi,.J1 1111• I"'" f111·111s diffPr
rom Pach ol hPr. lu I hf' prC'sf'nt form
oth
re

prP-and

pus! -a,·,•I 11l11ilar

comparat in•ly

l11ng1•r-.

portions

whilst

l Jrp~-

re shorter nnd t hf' spa I 1ilal1• pr,slarf'-

ahular portion
,ther form.

11111('h

l,r,111dl'r in

th!'

In view of thrs,• diff'P11•11r·1·s llw wrilC'r
onsiders it nPCPssary l11 1·n•alp a new
pecies for the fltrkP dl'SC'rih,•d IH'l'P. J t is
roposed to name it J>ftyllu,lisfn11111111 (('aoptroides) indian11111 n. sp.

Specific diagnosi;:;: Bod.,· t>longa le and
yriform with a narruw p1·P-acpf abular
ortion and a spatnlalP 1111,-l1•r-i11r region

ith a belt-like cuticular p111•hring alo11g
'ts margins, nwasuring 2.:Zti 2.ti:2 mm. in
h and O.Hf)-1.1~> 111111. i11 rnaxim11m
th; terminal oral suck,·r ()_1 l 0.'28 mrn.
n diameter; acC'lalnil11111 (1.2:l -0.'28 by
0.28--0.36 mm., ralin I: 1.1 lo 1.3; 111•s11-

phagu~ 0.15 mm. Jong; lPsfrs placed obliquely,

posterior

l<•slis

n111r1•

lohulated

than anterior one, measuring 0.3- 0.,'3ti

by 0.34-0.47 mm. and 0.28-0.W hy

- 01/E RFi~ . .J. l'hyllr11l1s/omu111 (('11/uplroides)
in-/1111111111 11. sp. \'entral Yil'w.
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r:orgoderidae

a~, 9 ~es11q'7, ~

11-'ig. 9).
HOST

.lr \c.

N-tltl'Opiichtys rnchri (Ham), Schilbcidae .

•.\ TJON : Intestine.

/. 1l · :\.LITY : Kalri Lake, Sind area, W. Pakistan.

All"MBER : 1 specimen, 7 hosts examined.
Body is distinguishable into two regions, fore body narrow, hind body
Body 2 .12 long, 0. 79 wide at the testicular region. Oral sucker
<t• 17 " 0 . 20, esophagus 0. 06 long, ceca long but not re:1ehing to the posteTtOr tip of body. Acetabulum O :24
0 . 29 in antel'ior half of body. Sucker
fftlio l : 1. 45. Testes irregular !:>ituated obliquely one behind the other,
intenor tcc;;tes 0. '27 X 0. 17, posterior 0 . 29 X 0. 22, in posterior half of
-#he hody. Vesicula se.minalis poorly developed and is represented by a
small dark staining mass at the base of genital opening. Genital opening
surrounded by dark staining cells appearing as a w. . akly developed sucker.
Ovary irregular O. ., 4 )/ 0 1 :1, behind the lf>ft vitellarium and close to left
oerum. Shell gland not distinct.
Vitelline mass two, irregular ; close
~hind acetabuium. Uterus occupying whole of intercecal field of hind
body. Eggs elongate oval, 0. 03-0. 05 X O. 02-0. 04.
fatiHtl'.

;<

REMARKS
Pht/llodistornum. kalriai n. sp., is different from all other species of
+he genus reported by now except P. parasiluri yamaguti, 1934, to which
it is dosely related as far as body size, sizes of different structures and
sucker ratio is concerned. But a longer posttesticular ~pace, absence of
extracecal coils of uterus, more irregular vitelline ma:-ses, irregular ovary
tnd testes (in contrast to distinctly lobed ovary and testes in P. parasiluri,
absence of well developed seminal vesicle, a sucker-like genital opening
and large eggs serve to distinguish Phyl~odistomum kalriai from P.
f'CLMsi11tri.
.

Phyllodistomum kalriai is the second species of the genus from the

ilsh Eutropiichtys vacha. First species P. vachi-u..s was reported from

India (Dayal, 1949). These two species from the rnme .fish host are
Quite distinct. Phyllodistomum vachius has smooth triangular testes,
.9mooth ovary, and oral sucker larger than acetabulum in contrast to
J!resent specimen. Eggs in P. vachius are smaller (i.e., 0.035-0.038 X
0.027-4>.029) than in P. kalri,ai (i.e., 0.03-0.05 X 0.02-0 .04), although the former is much larger than the latter.
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Gor god er 1dae
Phyllodistomum lacustr1 (I.oew'=n, 1929) lewis, 1935
svu. Catoptroides lacustri ~ (Fig. I). L,u W6 N 1 t'f z 'f
· The adult worms measure from 3·33 to 4·76 mm. in Ieugth, :(1 I t n
2·55
in width in the discoidal region and 0·72 to 0•fl:3 mm. in th,· 11c cl,
region, and 0· 19 mm. in thickness. The anterior two-fifths of thr liocl v i
narrow and sharply set off by a groove from the mueh hroauer. C'in 111 ,tr
posterior portion. The margin of the discoidal_part is ~istinctly crinkled.

mm.

Projecting from the surface of the cuticula are numerous inconspicuous
papillae, which are more abundant near the suckers than elsewhere.
The oral sucker is terminal, measuring 0·30-0·40 by 0·28-0·39 mm. A
pharynx is absent. The oesophagus is sbort, measuring about 0·25 mm. in length.
The bifurcation of the oesophagus occurs anterior to the genital pore; from here
the intestinal caeca extend Lack into the pm;terior fourth of the body. Their
course 1s curved convexly toward the lateral margms m the region of the gonads.
The ventral sucker is located at the point of junction of the two body divisions
(1·57 mm. from the anterior end), and measures 0·48-0·61 by 0·42-0·49 mm.
The ratio of the oral to the ventral sucker is approximately as 3 : 5.
The excretory pore lies on the dorsum about 0·07 mm. from the hind
margin and leads into a long slender bladder which extends unbranrhed up
to near the vitellaria.
The testes are large, irregularly and deeply lobed hodies which measure
n-51-0·77 by 0·42 0·51 mm. They lie about in the mi<l.dlc• of the discoidal part
of the borly occ.:upying a lutcro-posterior position with respect to each other.
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Fig. I. Caloptroides llJC'usfri n.sp .• drawn with the aid of the camera lucida; ventral ,rjew.
( x ~-) e. eggs; ex.p. ex('retory pore; e..x.r. excretory reservoir; g.p. genital pore; in.t. inteatme; l.c. _La.u~r's ca.n~l; l.t. left _testis; oes. oesophagus; o.s. oral sucker; 0 11 • ovary;
pr. prosta~, ~.t. r_1ght testis; s.t'. sewmal '9'esicle; ut. uterus; t•.e. vasa efferentia; t•.s. ventral
sucker; i·1t. v1telhne gland.
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thP one on tht1 snme :,1i1lc with the ovary being the more posterior. Their long
axes are not always in the :--amP position, tiOmetimes they run parallel to the
main ax.is of the body while in other cases they are nearly transverse to it.
The vasa efferentia pass out from the testes anteriorly, dorsal to the vitelline
glands and acetabulum. Shortly anterior to the ventral sucker the two ducts
come together and continue forward as the thin-walled vesicula seminalis, a
bag 0·08-0· 1 mm. in length and usually filled with spermatozoa. From here
a rather thick-walled pars prostatica, 0·06 mm. in length, extends forward and
downward into an enlarged genital sinus. A cirrus is absent. The genital sinus
communicates with the outside through the genital pore which lies about
two-thirds from the anterior end, slightly behind the junction of the intestinal
rami. Surrounding the anterior part of the pars prostatica (vas deferens)
~~~-~
.
:
The large ovoid ovary may lie on either the right or left side, immediately
anterior to one of the testes. It is slightly n·otched on either side and measures
0·34--0·38 by 0-22-0·28 mm. The vitellaria consist of paired glands lying in a
median position anterior to the gonads anrl directly behi~d the acetabulum.
They are distinctly lobed and coIIBiderably smaller than the ovary; they lie
quite close together, being ca. 0·085 mm. apart and also about as far posterior
to the sucker. A shell gland and a seminal receptacle are absent. Laurer's
canal opens on the dorsal surface to the left of the median line some distance
behind the vitellaria. The uterus is extensively coiled, lying largely between
the intestinal rami and testes and forward up to the vitellaria, but not infrequently passing also beyond the caeca. It eventual~y makes its way anteriorly
passing beneath the seminal vesicle to open into the genital sinus. The eggs
are in a more or less continuous chain and are ovoid in shape measuring
0·036 by 0·024 mm. in size. .
HosT: Amei,urus larustris (Walbaum, 1792), the great fork-tailed catfish
of America; in urinary bladder.
M, tJ&JtsoTA
Sr. Cao,Jl ~''-H.
TYPE: Cat. No. 8024, U.S. National Museum; paratypes in Department
of Zoology, University of Minnesota, and in author's collection.
The taxonomic position of this new species is still further established in the
following comparative review of the 1."llown species of the genus Catopt,oi,i,u
Odhner.
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Gor goder1dae

Phyllodistomum lancea
P~.5

·

sp. nov.

Mamaev,196~

X o s Ree a: Euthynnus affinis. Auxis tha-

zard.

.

JloKa,'IH38~HH:

noqKH H neqeHb

(?).

0

lJ H Ca ff He (no TH00B0MY 3K3eMnJI.R·
Te.no JiaHlleT0BHJl.H0e, n.nocKoe, KpaH
H,3CT0JibK0 YTOHt{effbl, 'ITO HMelOT BHJJ.
eM6p~Hbl. JlJIHHa Tena 12 MM, M3KCHM3JlbH3H
WHPHHa 4,2 MM. I(yTHKyJia T0HKaff, fJl3AK8SI.
Poroeasr DpHCOCKa cy6anHK3JlbH3H, 0,86 MM
B AHaMeTpe, 6p10mHa.S1 - HecKOJibKO 60JibWe
pOToeoA, 1,80 MM a AHaMeTpe. PacCTO.SIHHe
MeJKJJ.Y npHC0CKaMH 4,7 MM. ~JIOTKa OTCY,-CT·
ByeT, HMeeTC.SI K0p0TKHH DHllleB0JJ., KHilletrnble
BeTBH WHP0KHe H .ZMHHHble .ll0CTHraIOT 33.llHero KOHUa TeJia. CeMeHHHKH 0KpyrJI hie, JJe>KaT
no .1l.HaroH3JJH H 0TJJ.eJieHbl OT HHtJHHKa H .npyr
OT .l(J'.)yra neTJIHMH lMSTKH. PaaMep nepe,nHero
ceMeHHHKa 0,58 X 0,44 .MM, 33JJ.Hero - 0,46 X
0,44 MM . .S!Ht{HHK TpexnonaCTHOff, 0,38 MM a
nonepeqHHKe, Jie>KHT noaaAH· 6pl011IHOH npHCOCKH Ha JieB0H CT0pOHe TeJia. Me>K.ny HHtJHHKOM H 6pl01IlHOH npHC0CKOH pacnoJI0>KeHbl
>KeJITOlJHHKH B BHJJ.e Jl.BYX BhITHH}'TblX ITJI0THblX
rpo3.neii xpynHblX q>OJIJIHKYJIOB. TTonoaaH 6ypca T'OHKOCTeHHa.R, KOJI6oaHJJ,HaH, BCH 3aITOJIHeHa ceMeHHblM ny3bi_pbKOM. TTonoaoe 0TBepCTHe
pacrroJio.>KeHo npH6JIH3HTeJibHO Ha cepe,n.uHe
paccTO.RHH.R Me>K.l{y 6pl011IHOH npHC0CKOH H
pa3BHJJKOH KHilleqHHKa. MaTKa HMeeT 0,U.Hy
PHc. 5. Phyllodislomum lnncen
HHCXO.U.H.~YIO H 0JJ.HY B0CX0JJ.H~YJO BeTBH, nposp. nov.
CTHpaeTCH ITOt{TH .n.o 3a,U.Hero KOHU.a Tena.
py).
Te.Ila

tinepe.nu 6p10WHOH npHC0CKH MaTKa CHJibH0 83.lJ.yTa H 3a!l ,
npocTpaHCTBO
Me>KJJ.Y
KHWeqHblMH
BeTBHMH.
3KrnpeTOp11,
Tpy6qaTblH. .Hftu.a 0B3JlbHbie, 0,042-0,048 X 0,022-0,025 .M,U,
o6oJJo•~Koi-i .

t

't

•I

.llpyrne 3K3eMflJIHpbl TpeMaT0)I. HMeJIH .lI.JIHHy OT 8 )l0 13 .MM,
HHX MaTKa He HMeJJa 1B3JI.YTH.R 1anepe.nH OplOWHOH np ..
OqeBH)lHO, 3TO B3llYTHe, Ha6J110.n.aeMoe y TH00B0ro 3K3eMnJIHpa, HBJJeH11
H0pMaJibHOe.

2-3 ..ttM. y

CHCTeMaTHl.f ecKoe Il0JI0iKfHHe
Onuca'HHbIH BHJI. rpeMaToJJ. 0THocurc51 K 1poJI.y l'J.r,Jlodistomum Braun,
no.n.po,u.y Catoproides (Odhner, 1902) H HaH60.1t·r , m lnK K cJ1e.n.y10~HM ero npe.n.CTaBHTeJIHM (CKpH61m, 1953): Ph. , ur,•Jrru tft)JJ
1929·
Ph. lewisi Srivastava, 1938; Ph. linguale Odhner, 1902; / , • m:r :h,achi~
cola Yamaguti, 1934; Ph. massino Pigulevsky, 1953; Ph. w r ·
,jupta,
1951, HO OTJIHqaeTc.R OT HHX B.ll,Boe 60JibllleH BeJIHqHH0H re~,a II
f'. blMH
CeMeHHHKaMH.

1899,

FAMILY GORGORDERIDAE

Phyllodistmnum leilae n. sp. N agai,y,1 956
(Fig. 3)
One specimen was obtained from the intestine of P seudoscarus harid, locally known as
"harid," from Ghardaga.
Diagnosis: Body tapering toward both ends, not abruptly broadened; 6.3 long by 1.83 in
maximum width. Cuticle transversly striated. Acetabulum at junction of 1st and 2nd fourths
of body length, 0.44 in diameter. Oral sucker 0.5 in diameter; esophagus very short and narrow,
glandular; pharynx lacking; ceca with numerous indentations, ending blindly near posterior end
of body; right cecum somewhat longer than the left.
Testes fairly large, somewhat longer than wide, indented, intercecal, in middle 3rd of body
length, oblique, right testis in advance of left, overlapping each other by about ¼ length. Seminal
vesicle ovoid, median, entirely anterior to acetabulum. Ovary ovoid, entire, pretesticular, to left
of midline, partly overlapping left cecum, at junction of anterior and middle 3rds of body length.
Vitellaria of two masses, each composed of 7-9 lobes, mainly intercecal, closely anterior to ovary.
Seminal receptacle posterior to ovary. Uterus filling most of intercecal space posterior to testes,
extending almost as far back as posterior end of right cecum, then anteriorly between left testis
and ovary, to right of ovary, between vitellaria to genital pore midway between suckers. No eggs
in uterus. Excretory vesicle narrow, extending to posterior border of ovary before bifurcating.

Discussion: This species is characterized by its very short esophagus, irregularly constricted ceca, and a sucker ratio of 1: 0.88. It is perhaps most similar
to P. pacificum Yamaguti, 1951 from Caranx equula in Japan, but differs in more
lobed vitellaria, less lobed ovary, longer posttesticular distance, and constricted ceca.

Gorgoder1dae
Phyllodistomum lesteri Wu, 1938
Body somewhat spatulate; cuticle spinose.
Oral sucker smaller than ventral.
Oesophagus: Subequal to the length of oral sucker.
Intestinal Ceca: Sacculate when living, extending to near posterior
end Of body.
Genital Atrium: In about mid-region between bifurcation of intestine
and anterior border of ventral sucker.
Testes: Smooth or moderately lobed; anterior testis smaller than
posterior.
Ovary: Generally smooth; posterior to vitellaria.
Vitellaria: Elongate and cornpa~t.
Uterus: Extending slightly beyond intestinal ceca.
Eggs: Operculate.
Bifurcation of excretory vesicle near anterior margin of ovary; pore
dorsal, subterminal.
Metacercariae in liver and sex glands (testes or ovaries) of freshwater shrimps; adults and final hosts unknown.
Secondary Hosts: Palaemon asperulus von Marten and~- nipponensis
de Haan
Localities: Huchow, Chekiang; Soochow, Kiangsu; Chengtu, Szechuan,
China
Type specimen: Cat. No. 36, Parasitology Laboratories, Diviwion of
Pathological Sciences, Henry Lester Institute of .
~edical Research; paratypes in t he authois collection.

((rU-Vt)
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?·fhc ~hyllodistmn~l1n
(Phyllodistomum) lcstcri Wu, 1D38.
adult form is f
th) f t .
lhcr and Anrmilla i(l;J011~;n. <~ Jrs S ti)mcTrhcpolrLed. from Cultcr brevicaudrr. Gun.

. •

e

at tc1 hogt seems to be accidental.

From kn7 -t,,d tU,.; 1 l'!./J'ff
~-

Text-fig. I. Mature specimen with compact testes from liver of a shrimp. (Drawings ,n're made
with the aid of camera lucida except Text-fig. 6. All deal with Phyllodiatomum leBteri sp.noY.)
Text-fig. 2. A living immature specimen from the genital gland of a shrimp showing the exm'hlry
veside, cuticular spines, etc.
Text-fig. 3. Mature specimen with lobed testes from lin•r of a shrimp. 0.S. ornl ti\H'krr: r.s.
ventral eu<'ker; Oe. oesophagus; Int. intestine; Ot•. o,·ary; l'it. vitl'lluria; l't. ut.-rns: T.I' _T.:
testes; S. r. seminal vesicle; E.r. r. excretory vcs~de.
Text-fig. 4. Immature specimen with lobed testes from gt,nital gl1111d of n shrimp.
Text-fig. 5. Immature specimen with compact testes from genitnl glnnd llf n shrimp.

PH1LLODISTOJ1u11 uwmt, ~
..,_.__ ,._,,lura
V. Hua.
----Urinary bladder.

I, , /). S,e, v'.nsrAVA

1

J9:Jf

Loaality-Allahabad, Ganges and Jumna.
About a dozen specimens of this parasite were collected from the urinary
bladder of a migratory fish in the rivers Ganges and Jumna at Allahabad.
trematode bu a spatulate body whioh measures 2· 4 by I· oa• in size and
~ -• I I b into a eub-oylindrical, narrow forebody of I· 4 by 0· 6 in size, and a
..._., ..... ...., body which measures I· 06 in diameter. The body ia
complet,ely clallfeW
or acalee of any kind. The maximum breadth of
... t.ody oooan at
of the poaterior testis. On the lateral sides of tlMt
.... INMly are present three pairs of feebly muscular, semi-circular puckerings.
'nle mbt«minal oral aucker, O· 28 in diameter, opens posteriorly into a o· 2
long, tubular oesophagus which bifurcates into two, straight, simp~oa.
~ oaeoa t.erminate blindly a little in front of the hinder end. The B&.bubun measures 0· 42 in diameter and is situated at about the middle of the
body length.

n.

et.,...
tile..,_

The teetee, two in number, are deeply lobed structures, situated asymmetrically in the int.ercaecal space in front of the posterior third of the foliate
part of the body. The anterior testis, 0· 36 by o· 22, lies on the left side. It u
aeparat,ed from the posterior tema, 0•4 by 0· 34, by the ascending coil of the
llterus. Cirrus sac is absent. A amall vesicula eeminalis, 0· 07' by 0· 04:, a.nd
pan proatatica with few prostat.e oelis are present. A cirrus is absent. The
pmtal pore lies in the median line at about the middle of the fore body.

t The new epeciea Mnamed in honour of F. G. Lewis.

•All meuuramente are in mm.
The ovary h&s the shape of an inverted dome, with a notch on the top. It
measures O· 2 by o· 12 in size and lies obliquely in front of the posterior testis,
between the right caecum and the median line. Laurer's canal is present.
The shell gland complex lies in the median line in level with the anterior
margin of the ovary. The vitellaria are composed of two, transversely elongated, bipartite, lobes situated asymmetrically one on either side of the median
line close in front of the ovary. The uterus is intricately coiled in the poette.sticular n•l!'i"n hut the a.~cendinsz coil in front of the shell gland mass runs in
a m,,,-., ,r Jes~ tr t.
h 11 l'Ourse to open into the RmaII genital atrium.
The uterin•· • . '" -uutiaed tu the intercaecal space and contain & large
number uJ eggs of 0· 034 too· 038 by 0· 019 in size._
The excretory bladder i~ of the type chara.cteristic of the genus.
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Vt.

0

8.p.

Pll11Uod..,,_WJ1 lewui, n. sp.

K~ to Le#ering.

0.
P.p.
8.p.
T.

,.. .

ui.

Ovary.

P&r11 proatMi•.
Semi-circulu puck
Teet.ia.

Uterua.
Vtwlaria.
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In havinAr n fMtulAtt- body with its posterior portion clearly marked oft'
fon- t
r l,wisi, n. sp. resembles P. Bpatula Odhner, 1902; P.
t
r, 1902; P. patellare Sturges, 1897; P. fausti Pearse, 1924;
• ~rlJ11.11, Stafford, 1904; P. megalorchis Nybelin, l 926; P. carolina
Holl. 1929; P. Bimili Nyhelin, 1926; P. un,icum Odhner, 1902; P. ataffordi
1•
/1 /,11 uMri Loweu, 19!!9; P. pearsi Holl, 1929; P. angulatum
~ . , 1vo,, I! , ..:,,w, f t!ft'rR. l8H,; 1' nmerfranum Osborn, 1903: P. hunteri
and P. lohrenzi Lowen, 193,i In ha\ iug o\·a.ry posterior to the vitellaria the
.... •pedea differs from the tirst four spec1ies and resembks the rest. In P.
-.ericanum the testes are situated in tandem, in the median line near the
posterior end. In having the uterus confined to the intercaecal space and the
vitellaria. compoaed of lobes, the new species differs from P. supcrbum, P.
megalo1,;kis, P. carolina, P. aimili and P. unicum and resemb]es tht:i rest. It
. . be distinguished from the rest of the species by the Ed1ape of the body,
~ lliw, ..f th,. aoetabulum and of gonads and b_v the size ratio of the suckers .
t P loAren?i <'an be distinguished from P. lewisi by the position
of the tat"" /' """'flu.Jar~ 11&8 a spatulate body with the narrow anterior
,artion rs.ther t1luupJ.) i,ct,t ott· from the posterior discoidal portion, which has a.
INJlia-.hh· <'rinkled margin. The new species can be distingui9hed from P.
A"flulan L_y t ht> relative size of the anterior and posterior parts of the body,
length of the caeca, position of the vitellaria, extent of the uterus and the
absence of the sty let glands.
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PAt1Ziocuato,nuffi Ungual6 ii. ap.Odhner, 1902
Die K6rperform und die Lagerung der inneren Organe aucb bier
ungefnhr wie bei PA. aeupRIIII Lss. Llnge und Maximalbreite des eiDzigen Exemplares genau dieselben wie die der vorigen Art. Bauchsaugnapf mebr als anderthalbmal so groB als der Mundsaugnapf (0,73 mm
gegen 0,43 mm); er liegt ungeflbr am Anfang des zweiten K6rperdrittels. Pharynx fehlt. Darmgabelung wie bei der vorigen Art gelegen. Boden scbrlg hintereinander, unregelml6ig eingekerbt. Keimstock genau kleeblattlhnlich. Dotterst<>cke klein, unregelml.Big geformt
und nicbt vOllig ganzrandig. Uterusscblingen weni,g dicht verlaufend,
die Darmscbenkel our zuffillig ilberscbreitend. Eier ca. 0 003 mm lang.
Genit:&H>ffnung mitten zwiscben Vorderende und Baucb~ugni-.pf. - In
der Harnblase von Gynma_rchus niloticus (Omdurman, Sudan, April 1901).
Eine dritte Art, der Harnblase von Nilfiseben entstammend,
weicbt von den bis jetzt b_ekannten Phyllodistomen_ durcb symmetrisch
gelagerte Hoden und einen von dem sehr verbreiterten Hinterkorper
zh.pfenartig abgesetzten VorderkOrper ein wenig ab. lch filhre sie trotzdem aber zu dieser Gattung.
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c✓~.1!136)
. .....,. (Fie. I.)
': Live trematodes sluaisb Ul IDOV~
color with ovary and telte! ~ • ID
res; Titelline stand• dark bodie1 vi~ an ~lhe specimen, 6 mm. Ions bJ 3 mm. ~de, while
.... An corrotive aublimate only 2.64 mm. an lenstb,

·•---•, die 1111111th of an extended living worm i pre-acetabular
........, width 1.n mm.; thidme11 of body 0.5 mm. ~•r"

Fi,.

~ empt for

I.

two or three deep notchea on each aade.

c..,,r0fi/U1 ,.,..,... n. •P.. ventral view.

LOEWEN-A NEW TREMATODE
Pre-acetabular portion narrow and sharply set off from the broader caudal portion. Oral sucker terminal, 326 µ to 454 µ in diameter. Acetabulum slightly
larger than oral sucker, nearly circular, J40 µ by 383 µ to ,483 µ by 497 µ in diameter, and from 0.45 to 1.2 mm. from oral end. Pharynx absent. Oesophagus slender and variable in length. Intestinal rami fir t tum laterad and at level of
anterior< testis turn slightly mesad, thus makin1 r m for the massive teproductive organs, running slightly beyond the posterior testis. Testes large, nearly
tandem in position, with four to eight very deep lobes in addition to several shallow notches ; they occupy major inter-intestinal apace and range from 256 µ by
340 µ to 525 µ by 667 µ in size, anterior one always smaller. Genital pore median,
midway between junction of intestinal cruri and acetabulum. Cirrus apparently
absent; prostate well developed.
Ovary slightly lobed, 185 µ to 255 µ wide by 312 µ to 398 µ long, placed laterally and in same level with anterior testis and may alternate with it, being either
on left or right side. Vitellaria paired, oblong, between acetabulum and ovary·
and anterior testis; they are from 92 µ to 156 µ wide by 156 µ to 312 µ long, separated from each other by a distance eqi.ll to their own length. Mehlis's gland
and ootype situated in median plane between vitellaria immediately behind ventral sucker. Laurer's canal not observed. Uterine coils very extensive, covering
entire body region caudal to acetabulum save for portions occupied by other reproducti,·e organs. 11etraterm well developed. Eggs uniform in size, 27 µ by 34 µ.
Type s/wimen .-U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. No. 8666.
Host.-Apomotis cyanellus Raf., the green or blue-spotted sunfish.
Locatiou.-Urinary bladder.
·
Loca/ity.-Cottonwood River, :\farion, Kansas.

PHYLLODISTOMUII LOOSSI N.SP.

Kaw, 1950

(Figs. l6 A ard R)

The worm i~ active and m0hile and only after fixing 1 it
shape can be determined. Body is elongated and dorsoventrall
flattened, being broad posteriorly and tapering gradually towarrl the
anterior extremity. Its size i 3.05-4.82 x 0.95-1.56 mm., with th
maximum breadth lying a littlf- behind•~ anterior tc~tis and the rat;,
bod)'•lcn11h to its I
:-ipp
. I. Bod, i

•die

6± spines except the suckers which a;~ provided with
papil~-lilre

........._

...

cl ■U.

lrrl avewiNiiiirlr,pc,d, -lft't!Slr.a
1

-

lar.-.·

equal. Oral....- is subtenaiaal and 0.4--0.5 a 0.43-0.47

IIID'I.

size. Acctabulum has a diameter or 0.43--0.5 mm. ar.d lies at
distance from the anterior end of the body.

I die

Mouth is ventral and leads into a narrow ocsophag1111
0.2-0.27 mm. long. Pharynx is absent and int~tinal bifurcation
lies at about one-sixth of the body-length from the anterior
extrcmify. Intutinal caeca extend in the major part of the body
and its blind extremities lie at a distance of 0.3-0.5 mm. from the
posterior end.
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F(s, H. PhJllodwtomum loossi n. sp .. \. Entire . D. Eggs.

Gonads lie in the intercaecal space. Testes an diag0nal,
irregularly lobed and deeply notched. Anterior testi~ is equatorial
in position and lies immediately behind vitdla.ria and measures
0.43-0. 79 x 0.3-0.52 mm. Pu!-.terior tptis _ii,~slighth· larger than
the anterior one. 0.47-1.01 x 11.35-0.55 mm. in ~izc and lie'i in
the third quarter of the ho<ly. \' ., ddcrcr.~ I< ad , into a prcacetabular
hipaititc ,,..,in,I. , ,·c:min.tl which , p,,.., int• .. , ,,it.ii at1ium.

111

Ovary i , mall r t than tc 11 , O.'.W
, , 1r IL:L lol,ac d ;rnd 1rrn,: ul4 i1 1

11 , -.

x U. l 'l - 11.36 mm. in size and

lt lu

111 111

!,,,td

behind

small

vncWU"&a and oppo.ilt' the ana · r
u.. <hiduc1 arilo from the
ovary on ita inner sidt and recc
Laurcr's canal at about the middle
of its length. Vitdl.eria are dct'ply lobed and may be divided. They
lie, close to each otht"r, at some dil'tanct' behind an·tabulum and measure
0.35x0.l6 mm. on each sidr, in tht type specimen. Transverse vitelline
ducts and shell gland cells arc prest.nt. Uterus is very much coiled,
,-atending almost completely in the bcdy behind acetabulum both in
tM intercaecal and extracaecal regions and forms a few loop.,, in the
area lying between vit( Ilaria and acctabulum. In front it is only slightly
rniled"and passes dorsally over acetabulum and ventrally to vesicula
~minalis, to open into. the common genital atrium. Genital pore
lies immediately behind intestinal bifurcation. Eggs arc oval and
28-36 X 22-28µ. size.
Excretory pore is terminal.
Diseussio11-The present fluke is flat with the posterior part of the
body broad but not sharply separated and in this chara~ter, it differs from
all those species of Phyllodistomum in which the bcdy is (a) cylindrical or
1ub--cylindrical and (b) sharply differentiated into anterior and posterior
1 r~ions.
It shows difference from the rt-maining species, txcept
P. oa,ptum Loos,, 1901, P. unieum Odhner, 1902, P. elongatum Nybelin,
1926, P. pseudojolium Nybclin, 1926, and P. marinum Layman, 1930 in
t~ sucker-ratio. It furth~r differs from P; acceptum and P. pseudofolium,
I ia the position of the ventral sucker and arrangement of uterine loops;
I from P. unicum, in the form ofvitdlaria and extent of uterine loops; from
I /'. tl111gatum, in the position of genital pore and arrangement of gonads
and from P. marinum, in the <xtent of gonads and uterine loops, position
of vesicula scminalis and form of vitellaria. Thus, the present distome
I can not be assigned to any of the cxi,ting members of the genus and a
MW species, Phy/lodislomflm loossi, is created for its reception. The
distinguishing charactcn of the species are:(I) Body is elongated and dono\'entrally flattened, with the
postuior
broad region gradually tapering towards the anterior.end;
1
(2) the ratio of the body-length to its bre2dth is apprcximatcly 3 : 1;
(3) suckers arc provided with minute papilla-like structures; (4) oral
111cker is nearly equal to atttabulua; (5) tf'.ltel arc diall)nal and
0

i,-,,.

in

m11y be divided; (

a cw
•I
>Ct
acetabulum; (8) genital port' lies immNiiately behind
hifurcatio~ and ('?) ~gg, are 28-36 x 22-2Pµ. in size.
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Phyllodistomum lysteri Miller,1940
Body spatulate; cuticula smooth, with sensory p4pillae on
suckers and on margin of body. Oral sucker smaller th~n
acetabulum; sucker ratio l:l#IM 1.15. Esophagus weakly
muscular, slender.
Ovary compact,?maller than either testis, slightly to
moderately lobate, occasionally in contact with vitellaria.
Vitellaria elongate, slightyl to moderately and ir·regularly
lobate, near and postero-lateral to acetabulum.
Goands in middle third of body.
FiSCHTHAL-PHJ'LLO{)/STO ,\!{';lf LYSTER!

", .ikly muscular metraterm surrounded by many minute gland cells; genital atrium small
numerous, oval-shaped; older intrauterine egg:, containing fully developed miracid1.
ll 111g occurring as soon as eggs enter water. Testes oblique, fairly close together, irregular!~
l ·, · · . indentations deeper and lobes more numerous than in ovary. Anterior testis directly behind
casionally contacting vitellarium; opposite or slightly oblique to ovary. Po,;terior lt',tt
·r tly behind and occasionally contacting ovary. Vasa efferentia arising from dorsum t,f
r . pas:,ing forward dorsal to acctabulum to their junction slightly anterior to acetabulum,
ddcrens very short; seminal vesicle small, surrounded by many minute gland cells; ~J3l U
t• ,ry duct very short. Genital pore mid-ventral, lying closer to acetabulum than intestinal
ifurcation. Excretory pore at posterior end; bladder a slender, median tube extending ant ,
,, ly to level of ovary where right and left primary collecting ducts enter,
Mean measurements. in millimeters ( with minima and maxima in parentheses\ nf tlw
I ,pecimens from 11ichigau are: Body, length 2.47 (2.02-2.90 l, width at intestinal bi fur, ,·
..i'." (0.28-0.50), at anterior tt.• ,tis 0.78 (0.67-0.97): oral sucker, diameter 0.17 (0.15-H.20);
n ·tahulum, length 0.22 (0.19---026), width 0.20 (0.17--0.23); esophagus, length 0.22 (0.16--0.27) ·
ft vitellarium, 0.15 (0.13 017) x 0.08 (0.07-0.14); right vitcllarium, 0.14 (0.11--0.19 l · O l 11
0.(}7--0.14) ; ovary, 0.17 ( 0.12--0.21) x 0.12 (0.10--0.15) ; anterior testis, 0.29 (0.23-0.38) x 0.21
015-0.30); posterior testis, 0.32 (026--0A4) x0.24 (0.18--0.30); distance from anterior mari,..i
f acrtabulum to genital pore. 0.10 (0.08-0.13); older embryonated intrauterine eggs, 0 or
U.033 0 040) X 0.024 ( 0.021--0.026).
iri.

Fie. 1. Pl, \'llodis/()11111m lystcri, ventral view.
,rojector; valu~ of scale is 0.2 mm.

Drawn to scale with the aid of a micro-

Host: Ca/()stomus C. commcrsomiii (Lacepede).
Habitats: Ureter and urinary bladder.
.
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Localities· Ottawa River near confluence with St. Lawrence River, Ste. nWn~
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hers in author's col,
Apotypcs: 2 specimens deposited m U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. o •, 9 ot
Jection.

I 11 the 11 specimens of the present stud_y, 7 had the ovary on the left and 4 or

from Fischtal,1952.
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